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ABSTRACT

Sex equality—a significant contribution to the international human rights canon—was one of the legitimating principles of socialist states in Eastern Europe and, at least formally, of their post-socialist democratic successors. Why then has the subject been ignored or deeply marginalized in post-socialist legal education? Using socio-legal analysis to establish a legitimation or delegitimation dynamic regarding law in theory and practice in both eras, the author provides answers to this question and suggests various options for reforming post-socialist legal education to provide adequate training in the subject of women’s rights consistent with states’ international and regional human rights obligations.

I. INTRODUCTION

The collapse of socialism in Central and Eastern Europe signaled the end of an almost fifty year Cold War pitting socialism’s twentieth century rush to modernization through the “victory of the proletariat” against capitalist liberal democracy. As socialism was being consigned to the trash heap of history in the region’s transition to liberal democracy, there were optimistic expec-

2. Albania, Armenia, Azerbaijan, Belarus, Bosnia, Bulgaria, Croatia, Czech Republic, Estonia, Georgia, Hungary, Latvia, Lithuania, Macedonia, Montenegro, Poland, Romania, Russia, Serbia, Slovakia, Slovenia, and Ukraine. See Mark Moré Howard, The Weakness of Civil Society in Post-Communist Europe 147 (2003), for empirical analyses of “differences of degree” rather than “differences in kind.”
tations that imported Western values, norms, practices, and institutions—a market economy, a free democratic electoral system, constitutionalism, a civil law system encompassing an expanding European and international human rights canon, and a rule of law—would transform ex-socialist states. In that process, socialism’s authoritarian legacies would dissipate or be discarded.

But not all socialist ideals were consigned to that scrap heap. Sex equality—one of socialism’s signature ideological legitimating principles—was carried over in socialism’s market-oriented successors as a constitutional principle and fundamental guarantee of citizenship. Yet for almost two and a half decades, the predominant political, legal, cultural, and educational responses of post-socialist states to sex equality issues—now part of the international human rights canon—have been marginalization, devaluation, resistance, or avoidance.

I start from the proposition that these patterns are neither idiosyncratic, nor a matter of casual neglect or mere oversight; they cannot be simply explained by a facile assertion that post-socialist states have had to deal with allegedly more important political and economic issues in the longer term wake of socialism’s collapse. Rather, they are evidence of what I characterize as legitimation/delegitimation contestations that usually pit NGOs—committed to the legitimation of women’s rights through state compliance with constitutional as well as regional and international human rights obligations—against powerful conservative and neo-liberal forces committed to the delegitimation of those rights.

This article addresses one largely overlooked arena of that legitimation/delegitimation contestation: legal education, largely in high status state-funded law faculties that dominate the field in each post-socialist country. Like other education, legal education is a “socially facilitated process of cultural transmission.” More specifically, as the major first step in the professional socialization process of future lawyers and legal system officials, it is also a process of consciousness molding. Not only does it convey formal knowledge and a method of reasoning and analysis, it upholds a system of values through its choices of curriculum content, pedagogy, and structure. The inclusion or absence of a subject may be said to signify its importance or its lack thereof to the legal system, the larger society, and the state. In turn, this choice has longer term consequences for the practice of law and the operation of a legal system and, thus, contributes to the legitimation/delegitimation contestations I discuss in this article.

4. “Citizenship can give rise to legal entitlements; it can serve as a source of security and stability and even a type of dignity . . . the recognition of a person’s capacity to be part of the public sphere and to take part in public discussions that shape the course of one’s life.” HELEN IRVING, GENDER AND THE CONSTITUTION: EQUITY AND AGENCY IN COMPARATIVE CONSTITUTIONAL DESIGN 90 (2008).

The socio-legal context in which these contestations are occurring is crucial and, in important ways, distinguishes post-socialist states from their sister states to the West. Weakly legitimated post-socialist legal systems are still grappling with the longer term legacies of deeply delegitimated socialist law and legal systems. In the twenty-first century the difficulties created by those legacies are compounded by the complexities of an avalanche of law reforms driven by the European Union and pressures upon post-socialist states and legal systems both to comply with European principles of constitutionalism and to demonstrate that they have taken steps to anchor a rule of law consciousness in their respective states. Though women’s rights are part of the human rights canon and, thus, a component of that rule of law, courts are unwilling to uphold them when the court’s actions are interpreted as challenges to parliamentary-based popular sovereignty.

Some readers may object to my analysis being confined to states in one part of Europe—as if these states are singled out for hyper-critical scrutiny. However, there are significant differences within Europe in history, politics, and culture, as well as in the substance of law and the operation of legal systems and, for decades, the content and control over legal education. It would be rather sloppy scholarship to start from the proposition that if, in almost all Eastern European law faculties and in a number of Western ones as well, women’s rights are marginalized or excluded, there simply is one general reductionist explanation—fraternal patriarchy. Such flattening suffers from a lack of context. More specifically, it overlooks the fact that sex equality played a different role in a continent once divided by the Cold War and that the legacies of socialism are important for understanding legitimation/delegitimation struggles regarding women’s rights in its post-Cold War eastern portion.

Other readers may be troubled by the scope of this article’s analysis, which ignores each post-socialist country’s uniqueness and, thus, the specificities of the context in which the contestations are embedded. Yet the consistency among states is so striking that it warrants an explanation. Still others may claim that this analysis is premature—that the interval of almost two and a half decades since the collapse of socialism is a short one for reform in educational institutions. However, the extent and pace of law faculties’ curricular responses to post-socialist market economy imperatives within the same interval suggests that the pace of reform can be—and has been—accelerated.

6. See generally SYLVIA WALBY, THEORIZING PATRIARCHY (1990). Unlike traditional patriarchy, a male dominated hierarchical arrangement within families, clans, and closely allied communities, fraternal patriarchy operates in larger social units in which men bond to maintain power and control over women without having close ties based on blood or marriage.
In this article, I discuss the reasons that the canon of women’s rights, which directly concerns half of a state’s population and has a profound impact on its other half, has been largely ignored in the law curriculum. I then identify the ways in which this deficiency can be remedied. It is my hope that the concerns I raise will become part of a professional discussion on the full inclusion of women’s rights in the law faculty curriculum of post-socialist states.

A. Raising the Question: A Professional/Personal Odyssey

In the early 1990s, as I began to have access to the region7 as a legal academic, lawyer, and human rights activist, I became aware that nothing I had previously studied fully prepared me for the enormous changes generated by post-socialist modernization efforts oriented toward democratic European statehood and, in many ways, the early exhilaration generated by this prospect. That said, there were also developments that warranted apprehension: the lack of discussion concerning the longer term cultural engineering entailed in changing popular and official consciousness and practices regarding law and legal systems generated by socialism; the selective incorporation of certain human rights into post-socialist law and legal practice and the disregard of others; the failure of post-socialist governments, despite pressure from independent women’s rights NGOs, to pay attention to women’s rights; the resurgence of political and cultural forces that openly challenged the legitimacy of some important human rights principles, including women’s rights; and what appeared to be a torpid pace of reform to a stultifying prior system of socialist legal education.

When I first raised the absence of women’s rights in the law curriculum as a substantive issue with my mostly male legal academic colleagues in the region, they usually responded with a range of polite dismissals. Women were already men’s equals. Women were already discussed unavoidably in certain subjects such as criminal or family law. Moreover, most women’s issues were matters of culture and, thus, not of law.

Frequently, there were awkward moments when they embellished their comments with sexualized jokes and proverbs that invoked humiliating stereotypes of women, framed as timeless, self-evident, and culturally validated wisdom. I, not surprisingly, refused to be complicit in my own humiliation by performing the appropriate social response of laughing appreciatively or nodding knowingly. At the same time, I knew that a direct open challenge

7. I have taught in law, social work, journalism, and sociology faculties and worked with NGOs in Albania, Azerbaijan, Bulgaria, the Czech Republic, Georgia, Kosovo, Lithuania, Macedonia, Poland, Romania, Russia, Serbia, and Slovakia.
to their remarks on my part would only confirm prevailing demonizing caricatures of feminists, especially American ones.

In that first decade, most law students displayed degrees of wariness, skepticism, or polite disinterest when I raised issues of women’s rights, perhaps because they took their cues from their teachers and peers. A few honest young women, however, confided that they were silenced, ridiculed, and humiliated by students and professors when they tried to raise such issues inside or outside the classroom.

As I continued to work in the region during the first decade of the twenty-first century, it was apparent that there was a lack of political will to follow up with necessary specific implementing legislation or the development of adequate monitoring mechanisms, despite post-socialist states’ de jure commitments to sex equality, displayed by a constitutional provision or the enactment of an anti-discrimination law. Women’s rights were not a concern of academic jurists. Among law students, however, I did find that a modest number, overwhelmingly female, were aware of domestic violence as a women’s rights issue. That their consciousness was the result of NGO campaigns on the subject, rather than a product of their legal education, was clear—as students often displayed a telling lack of knowledge of the overarching women’s rights jurisprudential framework in which the issue of violence against women is embedded.

Fast forward to the time of writing this article. Many law faculties now offer a general or European human rights course. That said, based on my contacts and ongoing experience in the region as well as the data from four brief surveys I have conducted on the content of their legal education during the past eight years among more than eighty recently graduated lawyers from post-socialist states, there is consistent evidence that women’s rights are either not discussed or are mentioned only cursorily in any human rights course and very rarely, if ever, integrated or mainstreamed into more traditional law school subjects.

B. Formulating an Answer

Several contemporary, scholarly, interdisciplinary approaches to law—law and culture studies, socio-legal analysis, and feminist legal theory and practice—inform my substantive development of a framework for this article: a three-pronged nexus consisting of culture, politics, law and the legal system,

8. I am indebted to my former research assistants Vera Cedano, Sara Korol, Amber Przybysz, and Stephanie Forman, for a review of law faculty web pages. (On file with the author.)
9. See Appendix A. These respondents participated in the pioneering program of the Women’s Human Rights Training Institute in Sofia, Bulgaria.
and legal education. Section II is devoted to the first prong, and Sections III and IV are devoted to the second and third prongs. The advantage of this nexus is that it allows me to digest and synthesize relevant historical and contemporary information—admittedly a navigation between the Scylla of too much and the Charybdis of too little—that is essential to understanding the concerns raised in this article regarding the content of the law curriculum and its consequences.

Scholarly endeavors in the field of law and culture offer rich insights into the constitutive relationship between them. Culture is connected with the diverse ways in which social groups construct their lives ideologically, including what people think, value, believe, and hold as ideals. Culture plays an important role in the construction of identity. Culture also contributes to the shaping of a legal system, the substance of law, and the form and content of lawyers’ and legal system officials’ education. In turn, law, the legal system, and legal education influence the ongoing reshaping of a culture by delineating hegemonic social identity categories as legal classifications, including those based on sex and gender. Law assists in imposing and enforcing such social identity categories and, thereby, contributes to shaping an environment and a culture.

Socio-legal analysis, the second approach, interprets law systematically and empirically as a social phenomenon. It looks behind ideology, rhetoric, and formal approaches to the study of law, to the meaning of law in society as doctrine, interpretation, reason, and argument. It also looks to the processes of legitimation or delegitimation of law that support culture, as well as to the legal systems that enforce culture.

Contemporary socio-legal analysis distinguishes legitimation’s normative justification of the authoritativeness of political and legal orders from its

13. Hegemony refers to power that naturalizes a social order, an institution, or even everyday practice so that how things are seems inevitable, and not the consequence of particular historical actors, classes, and events. Susan F. Hirsch & Mindie Lazarus-Black, Introduction, in Contested States: Law, Hegemony, and Resistance 7 (Mindie Lazarus-Black & Susan F. Hirsch eds., 1994).
empirical aspects at three levels. Most abstract is polity legitimacy, consisting of the overall support and a sense of common attachment often expressed in historical narratives. It provides a legal system with normative coherence. Of greater importance for this article are the two other levels—regime legitimacy and output legitimacy. The former concerns issues of law and order; the latter focuses on a state’s capacity to produce effective and efficient performance in accordance with criteria beyond purely economic considerations that are important to a particular political community.18

Feminist legal theory is the third approach addressed in this article’s analysis. It underscores the significance and influence of sex and gender19—socially constructed categories underpinning sex/gender systems20 and ideologies—which consist of roles, symbols, and meanings as well as rules, privileges, and punishments—that order behaviors, especially those connected with the exercise of power and sexuality.21 One of its most significant contributions is the recognition that law, often relying on sex/gender stereotypes,22 plays an important role as an enforcement mechanism in the acquisition, maintenance, and reproduction of sex and gender in both the public and private spheres23 of a society and a state.

Feminist legal scholars rely both on theory and practice to chart the commonalities and variations in women’s status in all contexts ranging from local norms and practices to the international political, legal, and economic system. They focus on the operation and impact of forces, institutions and practices in those contexts, which, as components of prevailing gender

19. “Sexing draws attention to body and nature while gendering emphasizes mind and culture.” In gendering, law plays a constitutive role in forming the ‘naturally’ sexed person based on culture specific oppositions, such as nature/culture and body/mind. Hilary Charlesworth & Christine Chinkin, The Boundaries of International Law: A Feminist Analysis 4 (2000). Gender, based on ideas of significant aspects of differences (identified as masculinity and femininity) between the sexes, including different degrees of difference, is constitutive of social relationships as an aspect of social differentiation, stratification, and power relations. It is not necessarily a static process. Joan W. Scott, Gender: A Useful Category of Historical Analysis, in Women’s Studies International: Nairobi and Beyond 26 (Aruna Rao ed., 1991).
20. Geertz, supra note 14, at 45.
22. Rebecca J. Cook & Simone Cusack, Gender Stereotyping: Transnational Legal Perspectives 45 (2010).
regimes within overarching gender orders, disadvantage women and girls in sex/gender specific ways. Their theoretical and empirical scholarly work identifies and documents the adaptability of the prevailing sex/gender order of fraternal patriarchy. That order relies in various ways on male control of modes of production in households and families as well as in governance, sexuality, cultural institutions, and paid labor. In that overarching order, men are the standard, regardless of whether women are considered the “same” as men, thereby making women invisible, or “different” from men, thereby enabling claims of women’s essential inferiority within a sex/gender hierarchy, or are asymmetrically positioned as a group relative to men.

Feminist scholars and lawyers have developed legal theories “to produce a reasoned critique of current legal arrangements and, in some versions, a vision of how law might be constructed in ways that move toward ideals of sex equality or gender justice.” Theirs is a rapidly expanding canon with a shared commitment to the equal worth of women and the universal applicability of women’s rights as human rights. That canon recognizes differences including vulnerabilities and disadvantages among women and men.

24. The patterning of gender relations within an institution is its gender regime. R. W. Connell, The Men and the Boys 29 (2000). As a regime, gender also involves the way in which the state defines the role of women and men towards the fulfillment of the “common good” of a society in that institution. Enikő Magyari-Vincze, Romanian Gender Regimes and Women’s Citizenship, in Women and Citizenship in Central and Eastern Europe 21 (Jasmina Lukić et al. eds., 2006).

Hegemonic masculinities can be constructed that do not correspond closely to the lives of men. These models express widespread ideals, fantasies and desires. They provide models of relations with women and solutions to problems of gender relations and ways of living in everyday local circumstances.

Id. at 838. “To sustain a given pattern of hegemony requires the policing of men as well as the exclusion or discrediting of women.” Id. at 844.

30. This “universal mandate [] requires local interpretation to be culturally relevant and critically useful.” Brooke A. Ackerly & Susan Moller Okin, Feminist Social Criticism and the International Movement for Women’s Rights as Human Rights, in Democracy’s Edges 134, 141 (Ian Shapiro & Casiano Hacker-Cordón eds., 1999).
acknowledges the range of their responses\textsuperscript{32} to the many forms of discrimination and subordination they experience. It is also mindful of the danger of hierarchicalizing\textsuperscript{33} those differences.

Section II is devoted to the first prong of the nexus—sex/gender ideology as a component of culture and politics. First, the section explores a shifting dynamic beginning with the legitimation of sex equality in the socialist era and then moves on to political and cultural struggles in the post-socialist era between supporters of sex equality in states purporting to be European liberal democracies and those forces seeking to delegitimate sex equality.

Section II(A) briefly discusses the principle of sex equality—the socialist answer in theory and practice to the ‘woman question’—implemented in the state’s organization of production, consumption, and social reproduction. In many ways, sex equality was one of socialism’s signature legitimating principles. That said, at different times in all socialist states, there were significant inconsistencies and contradictions in the prevailing state authored and disseminated sex/gender ideology, especially when it trumpeted essentialized sex/gender differences to accommodate shifts at times in public policies and institutional practices associated with economic development imperatives. In effect, notwithstanding socialist state achievements benefiting women—the provision of education, employment, and social welfare benefits—like their Western opponents in the Cold War, socialist states were still fraternal patriarchies. The claim in this section is that ideologically and, at times, in practice, socialist sex/gender ideology and practice is a complex legacy in the region.

Section II(B) addresses that complex legacy in the post-socialist order. It develops the argument that with the collapse of socialism, cultural and political contestations over the status of women surfaced openly as post-socialist states adjusted to imposition of market economies and to the operation of state institutions reformed to conform to liberal democratic norms and practices such as constitutionalism, a rule of law, inclusionary democratic institutions, and state accountability for its human rights obligations.

In those contestations, women’s rights NGOs of varying strengths and capacities worked to legitimate the internationally and regionally recognized modern women’s rights canon at the more concrete levels of regime and output legitimacy, rather than allowing it to languish at the abstract polity level of \textit{de jure} commitment. That canon, emerging from arguments developed by activists, lawyers, and scholars from many countries, articulates an expansive vision of sex equality in practice.

\textsuperscript{32} Women’s agency is “the conscious capacity of individuals or groups to be autonomous and create a culture—often one of resistance.” \textsc{Katalin Fabian}, Contemporary Women’s Movements in Hungary: Globalization, Democracy and Gender Equality 12 (2009).

\textsuperscript{33} See generally \textsc{Martha Chamallas}, Introduction to Feminist Legal Theory (2d ed. 2003).
Two sets of oppositional forces, operating in differing combinations with varying levels of strength depending on the country, have focused on challenging that canon. One set is what I have designated as a ‘backlash trinity’ consisting of conservatives, populist nationalists, and a significant portion of religious believers. They are prepared to use the state to achieve the reinstatement of a retraditionalized, fraternal patriarchal social order, thereby delegitimizing sex equality. They deny the political, cultural, and legal salience of the state’s contemporary women’s human rights obligations that may require state action to implement. The other set consists of neo-liberals committed to market-based policies regardless of their disparate gender-based impacts that create inequality by penalizing women. Neo-liberals oppose state intervention to reduce the harm of sex as well as class, race, ethnic, and sexual orientation based post-socialist inequalities—many of which have been generated or invigorated by the operation of an allegedly amoral and neutral market. For them, state protective and remedial special measures, identified with the human rights canon, interfere with a ‘natural’ social order based on individual rewards for successful risk taking.

Section III turns to law and legal systems—the second component of the nexus. Here, the argument is that a reversal of the sex equality legitimation/delegitimation process discussed in Section II, in which socialism legitimated sex equality and post-socialism is marked by concerted efforts to retraditionalize the sex/gender order, is at work. More specifically, as Section III(A) details, at the polity level, socialist law and socialist legal systems were formally legitimated as foundational components of the sovereign socialist state, at regime and output legitimation levels, they were delegitimated by their total subservience to and manipulation by the ruling party and their service largely as a repressive arm of the state. Notwithstanding rights provisions in socialist state constitutions, rights principles and legal action based therein were irrelevant.

As Section III(B) discusses, successor post-socialist states, committed to the implementation of liberal democratic principles in market-based economies upheld by rights-based legal systems and a rule of law, have grappled with this profound socialist legacy of a delegitimated legal sphere. At the same time, they have been confronted with an avalanche of new demands on their legal systems generated by reinstatement of a civil law system, the addition of constitutionalism as a jurisprudential principle, and legal requirements pertaining to EU accession. At regime and output legitimation levels, post-socialist legal systems have had, at best, limited success in deflecting or eliminating popular skepticism regarding law and legal systems as social goods—especially when the legal system is perceived to be susceptible to significant political and economic corruption. In effect, law and legal systems are weakly legitimated in the region.
Though women’s rights NGOs engage in a range of activities beyond the legal sphere to expand public consciousness regarding sex/gender equality in practice, they also rely in part on the state’s willingness and readiness to comply with and enforce its binding domestic, regional, and international human rights obligations. Consequently, they have a deep stake in a legal system’s regime and output legitimation. In most instances, however, their legal systems have not been responsive to the allegations of women’s rights violations for a variety of reasons also discussed in Section III(B).

Section IV is devoted to the third component of the nexus—largely state-funded legal education. Its legitimation per se is not at issue because it is the prerequisite for employment in the legal field. That said, I argue that it is also susceptible to the legitimation/delegitimation dynamic analyzed in Sections II(B) and III(B).

With some degrees of variation among socialist states, law faculties, like all other university departments, were subject to the ruling Communist party’s intrusions and controls. The curriculum, discussed in Section IV(A), consisted of socialist law subjects that were unrecognized by prevailing civil and common law systems in the rest of the world, and, thus, constituted an isolated legal canon. Rights-based jurisprudence, associated with liberal democracy, was not relevant to a socialist legality focused on citizens’ duties and obligations.

Like post-socialist law, post-socialist legal education—now scrubbed of its socialist content—faces paradigm shifts generated by liberal democratic theory and practice, including an expanded human rights canon. Given the post-socialist state’s law and legal system reforms and the extent to which adherence to a rule of law that embodies democratic values is a vital component of those efforts, one might assume that legal education would also be affected. As Section IV(B)(1) documents, however, there is evidence that the legal academy has been very selective in its responses to the full range of substantive, as well as pedagogical, issues these reforms entail. This article argues that, in addition to the cultural, political, and legal system impediments to law curriculum reform and the modernization of legal education, there are subject-specific barriers to academic recognition of women’s rights. That said, prompted by hope for change, Section IV(B)(2) develops suggestions for a possible expansion of stakeholder engagement in law curriculum reform, and Section IV(C) draws upon a wide range of contemporary academic options for including women’s rights in an evolving modern law curriculum.
II. GRAPPLING WITH “THE WOMAN QUESTION”: IDEOLOGY, CULTURE, AND POLITICS

A. Sex Equality and Socialist States

For Europe, east and west, the pedigree of sex equality can be traced to wide-ranging discussions beginning in the mid-nineteenth century of the “woman question” encompassing the nature of women’s roles and the extent of their contributions to modern society. In the pre-1917 political spectrum, women’s emancipation was touted as part of a proposed radical socialist and communist new and modern political, economic, cultural, and legal order. Women would be liberated from the dual oppression of existing patriarchal sex/gender systems in which power and privilege on symbolic and material levels were distributed among and protected by men according to their socioeconomic class and, in some parts of existing empires, their privileged ethnicity. Women would enjoy full equality with men. For many socialist and communist women, “socialism was not just the only political stream that advocated women’s equality . . . they themselves were deeply convinced that the only way to social justice, including gender equality, was through socialism.” Sex equality was, in effect, one of the signature principles for the legitimation of a new polity.

In the 1917 Bolshevik assumption of power in Russia, as well as in the post-World War II ascendancy of communist parties in Central and Eastern Europe, women were proclaimed equal citizens with men in a new socialist modernizing order headed by a vanguard ruling party. In this dramati-

34. Francisca De Haan, On Retrieving Women’s Cultural Heritage Especially the History of Women’s Movements in Central, Eastern and South Eastern Europe, in TRAVELING HERITAGES: NEW PERSPECTIVES ON COLLECTING, PRESERVING AND SHARING WOMEN’S HISTORY 69 (Saskia E. Wieringa ed., 2008).

35. Women were subordinated to men within their class because they were economically dependent on them; at the same time, women of the lower classes shared a subordinated position with men of their class in the larger economic, political, and legal order. FREDERIC ENGELS, THE ORIGIN OF FAMILY, PRIVATE PROPERTY AND THE STATE 192–201 (New York: Pathfinder Press, 1972).

36. A BIOGRAPHICAL DICTIONARY OF WOMEN’S MOVEMENTS AND FEMINISMS IN CENTRAL, EASTERN AND SOUTHEASTERN EUROPE: 19TH AND 20TH CENTURIES 8 (Francesca De Haan et al. eds., 2006).


38. The party possessed a monopoly over teleological knowledge and spoke, as well as acted, in the name of a collective common good “[to] redistribute the social product in the interests of the general welfare.” Katherine Verdery, From Parent-state to Family Patriarchs: Gender and Nation in Contemporary Eastern Europe, 6 E. EUR. POL. & SOCIETIES 225, 229 (1994).
cally changed organization of society, socialist consciousness regarding sex equality would have an impact on all aspects of life.39

A full discussion of socialist sex equality in ideology and practice as a legitimating principle is beyond the scope of this article. The abbreviated discussion in this section is designed to remind the reader of its significance as well as its limitations as part of the cultural and political legacy of post-socialist states.

Socialist state constitutions—polity legitimating documents—contained a sex equality provision that was showcased as a radical departure from the posture and practices of ‘hypocritical’ Western capitalist countries claiming to be committed to liberal democratic principles of equality and constitutionalism, but lacking such an important symbolic statement. Each socialist state also claimed that sex equality was more than a domestic de jure principle because it was implemented in state policies40 and, after WWII, was strongly supported by the socialist bloc in the United Nations.41

Women were affirmatively recognized as a specific constituency42 of the ruling party. Women’s interests, identified broadly with welfare, work, and housing,43 were said to be represented organizationally either by the ruling party’s women’s section or a sole, officially recognized women’s organization and institutionally by a government department mandated to address women’s and children’s welfare.44 At different times in different socialist countries, women also were assured representation in various state organs through a quota system45—a mechanism that was not available in Western democracies.

39. Remaining traditional patriarchal practices and values were explained away in formulaic official assertions as residual. See, e.g., DOUGLAS NORTHUP, VEILED EMPIRE: GENDER AND POWER IN STALINIST CENTRAL ASIA (2004).
40. In the 1950s, the Soviet government declared that gender equality had been achieved, and many other socialist countries followed suit. Sharon Wolchik, Women and the State in Eastern Europe and the Soviet Union, in WOMEN, THE STATE AND DEVELOPMENT 44, 45 (Sue Ellen Charlton et al. eds., 1989).
42. Women were related to the state not as individual citizens but as members of a politically constructed “corporate” (like working class or youth) group—women—which had specific tasks, characteristics, and opportunities. Éva Fodor, Power, Patriarchy, and Paternalism: An Examination of the Nature of State Socialist Authority 28 (Ph.D. diss., UCLA, 1997).
43. Group struggles around issues such as equal pay and the position of women in society were seen as superfluous in a political system formulated around ideological principles of egalitarianism in which most welfare and social care was, in fact, provided by the state. Barbara Einhorn & Charlotte Sever, Gender and Civil Society in Central and Eastern Europe, 5 INT’L FEMINIST J. POLITICS 163, 166 (2003).
45. Suzanne Lafont, One Step Forward, Two Steps Back: Women in the Post-Communist States, 34 COMMUNIST & POST-COMMUNIST STUD. 203, 207 (2001). Also see Éva Fodor,
State propaganda highlighted these commitments and innovations as significant and positive benefits of the socialist system. However, there were no mechanisms outside the party or the state apparatus it controlled that were able to determine the accuracy of official sex equality claims. The political reality was that “the positions [women] held in parliaments gave them little decision making power in a political system which formulated policy and legislation almost exclusively at the level of the Party’s Central Committees and Politburos in which women had diminishing or invisible levels of representation.”

Women’s participation in official organs and state controlled organizations meant that they, like their male counterparts, rubber-stamped decisions made by the upper echelons of each state’s ruling party—a powerful male dominated and controlled nomenkatura (ruling class) linked in a Soviet-led fraternal socialist brotherhood.

That said, socialist state policies did provide women a range of tangible benefits identified with sex equality—“opportunities for their educational and occupational advancement, cultural and material enrichment, and social engagement . . . [as well as] new roles and identities . . . [and] a range of social benefits— from universal education and healthcare to state-subsidized vacations.” Since a large, educated labor force was needed to transform society, each socialist state recruited large numbers of women to work outside the home in a greater variety of job classifications than in Western economies. Although during the 1970s and 1980s in a number of socialist

---

Smiling Women and Fighting Men: The Gender of the Communist Subject in State Socialist Hungary, 16 GENDER & SOC'Y 240 (2002), for a discussion of the Hungarian 30 percent quota for women’s participation in the party, as well as for occupying positions of authority.

46. By their filing a reservation to CEDAW, supra note 41, art. 29(1), which specifies applicable procedures in case of a dispute regarding whether the state party has acted in compliance with the Convention, all socialist states protected themselves from serious external scrutiny regarding their implementation of Convention provisions. Monika Platek, Hostages of Destiny: Gender Issues in Today’s Poland, 76 FEMINIST REV. 5, 7 (2004).

47. Einhorn & Sever, supra note 43, at 168.

48. At the higher levels, occupied overwhelmingly by men, party membership increased “political capital” and, thus, the ability for attaining privileges more than extensive economic resources. Tanja van der Lippe & Éva Fodor, Changes in Gender Inequality in Six Eastern European Countries, 41 ACTASOCIOLOGIA 131, 145–46 (1998).


50. Wage labor also had a strong ideological pull—a means of undercutting female subordination, a central avenue for female self-realization, mitigation against the isolation of domestic drudgery, and a contribution to the building of socialism. Lynne Haney, INVENTING THE NEEDY: GENDER AND THE POLITICS OF WELFARE IN HUNGARY 34 (2002).


states, as birthrates fell and economic development faltered, labor policies premised on women working the double shift were challenged within ruling parties by proposals to remove women from the wage labor force. The state also ensured that women had far greater access to all levels of education than their Western counterparts. Since women were needed for both labor and reproduction, socialist states developed the world’s most encompassing welfare systems, providing generous welfare benefits (child care, health care, social insurance, and maternity leave)\(^{53}\) that were vital for women who, as discussed below, still remained responsible for the gendered tasks of family care.\(^{54}\) Moreover, during most decades in most socialist countries, access to divorce and abortion—though not to reliable contraception—enabled women to exercise some measure of control over marriage and reproduction unavailable to their Western counterparts.

Each socialist state had a well-developed, party-authored and officially disseminated\(^{55}\) sex/gender ideology anchored in the foundational legitimating principle of sex equality. During the early phase of Bolshevik consolidation of power, the emancipation of women briefly had androgynous aspects.\(^{56}\) Subsequent versions of socialist sex/gender ideology, however, relied on the premise that men and women were both equal and “different.” The latter was attributable to men and women’s sexed bodies, which generated essentialized complimentary natures of masculinity and femininity, expressed and confirmed in social practices.

Take, for example, the question of the strength needed for socialist labor-based modernization. Socialist sex/gender ideology posited that men possessed an essentialized strength endowing them with the capabilities for leadership in socialist political, economic, and cultural life. Not coincidentally, certain types of highly rewarded employment in the core sectors of socialism—the higher levels\(^{57}\) of bureaucracy, heavy industry, the army, and the apparatus of repression—were almost wholly male and based on presumed masculine strengths, skills, or capacities as prerequisites. As sole employer, the state channeled women into sectors—healthcare, textiles, school teachers, office clerks, salespersons, and administrative workers—associated with female skills and caretaking capacities. These jobs had lower

---

55. See Janet Elise Johnson & Jean C. Robinson, Living Gender, in Living Gender After Communism 1 (Janet E. Johnson & Jean C. Robinson eds., 2007).
57. Verdery, supra note 38, at 233.
wage scales than largely male sectors,58 received less state investment, and were considered less prestigious because they were strategically less important. In effect, despite the sex equality principle, socialist labor forces were sex-stratified.

In the crucial sphere of biological and social reproduction, men’s essentialized strength was acknowledged in family life by their status as head of household within the patrilineal socialist state, though women continued to perform the overwhelming preponderance of family care work. Women’s essentialized strength lay in socialist motherhood59 and in maintaining appropriate female sexuality.60 As child bearers, women were said to be suited for the domestic roles of manager and enabler of daily life and, thus, responsible for virtually all aspects of social reproduction61—the nurturing, caretaking, and supporting of all family members, as well as the provisioning of the household. Women’s physical and psychological strengths were said to be naturally channeled into sacrificing and suffering for their family’s welfare. Thus, reassuringly, according to ideology, strong women were not competitors with strong men.

Although, depending on the decade and country, certain state promulgated campaigns encouraged men to participate in some household activities, there were no major sustained efforts to reorganize gender-based responsibilities in home and family life in the name of sex equality.62 In effect, no socialist country fully and consistently addressed “one of the most fundamental women’s issues—the extent to which the entire economy . . . rested on women’s unpaid and underpaid labor.”63 Of course, the hegemonic sex/gender norms and role prescriptions, articulated by the state and party in official campaigns, were not adhered to by all citizens at all times in all socialist countries. Some “negotiated around or resisted gender . . . more evidently as coercion waned.”64 That said, in

58. Van der Lippe & Fodor, supra note 48, at 138.
59. With the exception of Romania, post-Stalinist societies equated proper femininity with “voluntary motherhood,” Elena Zdravomyslova & Anna Temkina, Gendered Citizenship in Soviet and Post-Soviet Societies, in Nation and Gender in Contemporary Europe 107 (Vera Tolz & Stephenie Booth eds., 2005), though in practice, state policies buttressed by propaganda campaigns manipulated women’s choices.
60. Lynne Attwood, Young People, Sex and Sexual Identity, in Gender, Generation and Identity in Contemporary Russia 96 (Hilary Pilkington ed., 1996).
61. In 1987, Gorbachev admitted that mistakes in misinterpreting the role of women lie in the fact that “women no longer [had] enough time to perform their everyday duties at home” and that many problems (in behavior, morals, culture, and production) were partially “caused by the weakening of family ties and slack attitude to family responsibilities.” He characterized this situation as a “paradoxical result of our sincere and politically justified desire to make women equal with men in everything” and suggested “women return to their purely womanly mission.” Lafont, supra note 45, at 207.
64. Johnson & Robinson, supra note 55, at 6.
the context of a totalizing party/state system, that controlled resources as well as orchestrated and reinforced sex/gender ideology, there was limited personal agency to do so and the repertoire was limited.

B. Post-Socialist Contestation over Women's Rights

1. Fraternal Patriarchy as an Ordering Principle in Post-Socialist States

As signs of socialism’s collapse accelerated during the late 1980’s, negotiations for a transition to a new democratic order commenced in several states. But even in those states that had well-developed dissident movements—aided by transnational human rights networks—supporting Western liberal democratic values—in which women were actively involved, very few women participated in those crucial negotiations. Notwithstanding the prospect that a version of inclusionary liberal democracy would replace socialism, women were invisible in the foundational first steps away from the authoritarian past.

With the advantage of hindsight, the reasons for these developments are clear. First, the naturalized cultural understanding that politics is still a masculine prerogative, especially at the higher levels, was carried over from socialist fraternal patriarchy to newly organized political parties whose top

echelons continued to be dominated by men.\textsuperscript{71} Prevailing political rhetoric emphasized new opportunities as well as a return to a “natural” order disrupted and distorted by socialism—to Europe, to the nation, to the reinstatement of private property, and even to the prospect of a re-traditionalization of the sex/gender order. In most states, parliamentary quotas for women were eliminated on the grounds that they were an undemocratic practice,\textsuperscript{72} and a precipitous drop in the number of women elected to national parliaments followed.\textsuperscript{73} Second, there were high stakes in the transition era of political and economic dismantling or reforming of state institutions, the re-distribution of political and economic resources, the selective protection of human rights such as speech in an independent media, the reform of state police powers focusing on domestic targets, as well as on prisons or other closed institutions like mental hospitals, and the rights of co-ethnics, designated as minorities, in adjacent states.\textsuperscript{74} By retaining a sex equality provision\textsuperscript{75} in their post-socialist constitutions, assuming their predecessors’ international human rights obligations, and ratifying the European Convention for the Protection of Human Rights and Fundamental Freedoms, post-socialist governments could proffer lip service to formal (\textit{de jure}) sex equality. Third, the sex/gender based disparate economic impact of early neo-liberal structural adjustment policies, which produced market-driven social re-stratification and began the process of undermining state guaranteed economic and social rights,\textsuperscript{76}

\begin{itemize}
\item[72.] Galligan, supra note 69, at 58–60.
\item[73.] Maria Todorova, \textit{The Bulgarian Case: Women’s Issues or Feminist Issues?}, in \textit{Gender Politics and Post-Communism}, supra note 53, at 30, points out that some women considered politics in the new order as equally unsavory and corrupt as in the prior one and, thus, best left to men. Other women may have bought into the illusion that once democracy was achieved, women would automatically benefit. See also Galligan, supra note 69, at 64–85, for an analysis of barriers to women’s political representation.
\item[76.] Kornelia Slavova, \textit{Looking at Western Feminisms Through the Double Lens of Eastern Europe and the Third World}, in \textit{Women and Citizenship in Central and Eastern Europe} 252 (Jasmina Lukic, Joanna Regulska & Darja Zavirsek eds., 2006), identifies this process at “the intersection of class, nation, ethnicity, religion, gender and sexual orientation that had been suppressed and masked before as ‘sameness’ and ‘equality’ . . . exploded (or imploded rather).” True argues, “questions of equality—for instance between the new rich and poor or between men and women—were discredited and could only be addressed in the language of capitalism and freedom.” True, Gender, Globalization, and Post-socialism, supra note 71, at 11.
\end{itemize}
placed wealth in men’s hands. Over time, most women experienced a declining economic status at a faster rate than men. Arguably, women’s preoccupation with immediate economic concerns and family responsibilities may have further constrained any widespread enthusiasm on their part for involvement in unwelcoming male dominated political activity.

There were, of course, women who were undeterred by these daunting developments. These women turned to a newly developing sphere in the region—civil society—situated between the state and the citizenry and populated by new organizational entities designated as NGOs. As NGOs developed expertise on specific women’s rights issues such as reproductive rights or violence against women, they became attractive project partners for democratic, change-oriented European and North American governmental and private funders. In turn, external funders were attractive sources of support for NGOs who lacked reliable parliamentary allies and who experienced, at best, short-lived state recognition and very modest support for projects in the wake of the 1995 UN Conference on the Status of Women in Beijing.

Over time, a number of NGOs in each post-socialist state developed the skill and capacity to participate in political and legal fora at multiple

77. Privatization, which soon involved austerity programs, produced corruption, asset stripping, and “get rich quick” deals reminiscent of “stealing from the state” in socialist times at a far more extensive level. Id. at 14.

78. The immediate, palpable consequence of the collapse and rapid implementation of neoliberal economic policies, dismantling state-owned enterprises, was economic dislocation—more specifically, unemployment (unknown under full-employment socialism) and drastic reductions in social insurance benefits. Sex-neutral on their face, in fact, both developments had a disparate impact on women who were more likely to be unemployed and whose economic hardships were exacerbated by the curtailment of social insurance benefits. Role of Women, supra note 52, ¶19, notes this trend began in the 1980s.

79. Under socialism, power at the center came from incapacitating actual or potential loci of organization—ensuring that no one else could get things done or associate for purposes other than those of the center. As a result, the intermediate space between state and households was cleansed of all independent organizations. “[A]ll manner of associations were either attached to the state, locked in a struggle of cooperation with it, or placed under severe pressure from it.” Katherine Verdery, Ethnic Relations, Economies of Shortage, and The Transition in Eastern Europe, in Socialism: Ideals, Ideologies, and Local Practice 173, 183 (C. M. Hann ed., 1993).

80. “Civil society represented values and virtues such as individual freedom, co-operation, spontaneity, solidarity, public initiative, protest, intellectual critique, recognized political dissent and many other aspects of communal life destroyed by the Communists.” Jiří Přibáň, Reconstituting Paradise Lost: Temporality, Civility, and Ethnicity in Post-Communist Constitution Making, 38 L. & Soc’y Rev. 407, 413 (2004). But see Morie Howard, The Weakness of Civil Society in Post-Communist Europe (2003), for a discussion of the limitations of these groups.

81. Amanda Sloat, The Rebirth of Civil Society: The Growth of Women’s NGOs in Central and Eastern Europe, 12 Eur. J. Women’s Stud. 437 (2005). In the voluminous literature on NGOs, they are not without their critics.

levels—domestic, regional, and international. They collected data, spoke truth to power, and conducted consciousness-raising campaigns, relied on political and legal strategies of naming and shaming, and filed complaints and lawsuits. NGOs provided concrete evidence that their state’s reliance on pro forma gestures or a superficial formal equality approach to women’s rights issues, was and continues to be an inadequate substitute for the implementation of substantive sex equality reforms. As NGOs continue to challenge post-socialist states’ claims to being liberal democracies, they send a clear message: Post-socialist “democracy” is a male-dominated system83 that is yet another iteration of highly adaptable fraternal patriarchy.

2. Post-Socialist Retraditionalization and the Delegitimation of Women’s Rights

Two distinctive types of coalitions in the region actively seek to undermine and delegitimate sex/gender equality principles and the implementation of women’s rights as obliged under regional and international human rights jurisprudence as part of their political, cultural, and legal agendas. One coalition consists of conservatives, populist nationalists, and Catholic or Orthodox Christian clergy and their followers, all of whom are allies in what this article characterizes as a “backlash trinity.” The other consists of relative newcomers to politics and culture in the region—supporters of neo-liberalism developed in western economies. While a full discussion of both coalitions is beyond the scope of this article, Sections 2(a) and (b) identify each coalition’s major sex/gender ideology themes, as well as their positions on both the role and rule of law, which have implications for the state’s commitment to implementing its women’s rights obligations.

a. The Backlash Trinity: Conservativism, Religion, and Populist Nationalism

Backlash trinity allies—conservative, religious, or populist nationalist—rely on a shared historical narrative to support their fraternal patriarchal vision of the appropriate social order. Once upon a time, in a romanticized and ideal pre-socialist world, the norms and practices of a “natural” patriarchal sex/gender order were observed, reinforced, and reproduced in political, legal, and cultural arrangements.84 Regardless of prevailing class stratification, men—by virtue of their bravery and sense of duty—were charged with defending the honor of their women, families, communities, nations, and

religious faith. Men’s masculinity was privileged and rewarded in law and in practice; they were the naturally ordained heads and protectors of families; they were endowed with and exercised familial entitlements. Women’s identity, including their cabined sexuality, was derived from and dependent upon their connections to men. They performed traditional essentialized biological and social reproductive tasks identified with femininity—mother, homemaker, and transmitter of the nation’s language and culture to their children—in service to the patriarchal family, nation, and church. In that service, they displayed iconic capacities for sacrifice, forgiveness, and suffering.

Enter socialism with its party-authored and state-imposed disruptive ‘unnatural’ sex equality principles implemented in state policies. Since women, like men, relied on the state for employment and welfare services, they were no longer dependent on their male providers and protectors. Enter socialism with its hostility to and repression of patriarchal religion that accompanied and justified the pre-socialist sex/gender order. Enter socialism, which, depending on the country and time period, relied instrumentally on shifting strategies of mobilizing or repressing nationalism which supported an undisguised patriarchal sex/gender ideology.

Now, fast forward to the post-socialist era. In the wake of socialism’s collapse and the ensuing economic insecurity, post-socialist states jettisoned one of socialism’s foundational polity legitimation claims—the vindication of an ethnically undifferentiated working class freed from capitalist servitude and traditional religion—and replaced it with historically and culturally shared sentiments of community, national identity, and ethnic unity. Post-socialist state constitutions and declarations of sovereignty proclaimed that the “state is the realization of the nation’s will to statehood.” In some states, that identity was connected to a traditional Christian church, which, regardless of whether it cooperated with the socialist state during the godless


86. Nationalism involves the “sexualization of ethnicity . . . an omnipresent feature of interethic relations that dramatically enhances loyalty and raises the emotional stakes of the community defined by this criterion.” Fabian, supra note 32, at 132.

87. “[M]ary has been and still is a symbol of all those qualities that men want women to possess: she is saintly, virginal and full of maternal forbearance and devotion.” Platek, supra note 46, at 13. The strength of the cult of Mary may vary among countries, but both Catholic and Orthodox churches rely on Mary as an iconic figure for women.

88. See Priban, supra note 80, at 420, for a discussion of nationalist communism in the late 1950s and early 1960s.

89. Philip G. Roeder, National Self-Determination and Post-communist Popular Sovereignty, in NATIONALISM AFTER COMMUNISM, LESSONS LEARNED 204 (Alina Mungiu-Pippidi & Ivan Krastev eds., 2004).

90. Religion played a significant role in nineteenth and twentieth century nation building in Central and Eastern Europe. Religious affiliation helped create ethnic identity, whereas in the West national identity emerged as a replacement for the older “religious myth” of identity. Berend, supra note 1, at 188. Churches in the region functioned as secular and temporal entities as well. Often the church was the sole institution in a community under foreign rule and served as an organ of self-government and defense. Id. at 189.
socialist era of spiritual decline,91 claimed to be the courageous repository and protector of the organic entity of the nation and its traditional moral values, culture, and unique heritage.92 An essential component of that allegedly inseparable mix of culture and religion was and is a divinely ordained patriarchal sex/gender order.

These hitherto suppressed forces—the backlash trinity of conservatives, populist nationalists, and devout confessional believers committed to retraditionalization,93 including refeminization and remasculinization94 in the social, cultural, political, and legal order—surfaced in every post-socialist state. In the name of the collective good, traditional gender roles were reinstated and reinforced through politics, culture, and law. Women would be “good”/docile girls; men would no longer be “emasculated”95 as they were under socialism. This calculated choice of rhetoric, evoking the specter of mass masculine gender trauma, was fraught with powerful political, psychological, and cultural consequences for both sexes. While men were identified as victims, despite the fact that they were privileged within the socialist fraternal patriarchy, socialism played upon status anxieties concerning their performance of masculinity, which identified with potency and control. For women, it served notice that they participated in undermining their own men and were accomplices to, if not instigators of, alleged “pathologies” generated in socialist family life with destructive carryovers in post-socialist society.

Initially, the backlash trinity accused women’s rights advocates of being lineal descendants of each socialist state’s official women’s organization.96 Now, the trinity relies on such updated labels as “liberal humanist” or “radical feminist.”97 But then, as now, such women are said to be unful-


92. The context of the claim is of crucial importance. “In the context of the early eighties the claim that Poland is a Catholic country was a challenge thrown at the oppressive system. In a liberal democracy, however, the same words have an entirely different meaning: they are a denial of democratic pluralism made from a neo-nationalist position.” Agnieszka Graff, The Quagmire Effect: On the Special Role of the Catholic Church in Poland (2009), available at http://www.pl.boell.org/downloads/A_Graff_About_the_Polish_catholic_church.pdf.


94. Johnson & Robinson, supra note 55, at 5.

95. See Joanna Goven, Gender Politics in Hungary: Autonomy and Antifeminism, in Gender Politics and Post-Communism, supra note 53, at 224, 226–27, for a discussion of the anti-feminist rhetoric employed in Hungary.


97. In the socialist era, feminism was considered redundant because it was associated with bourgeois ideology and divided the proletariat; in the post-socialist era, it is associated with leftist collectivist ideology. Slavova, supra note 76, at 258.
filled—they are sexualized bearers of a foreign ideology\textsuperscript{98} and betrayers of the community, the nation, and its confessional institutions. These women’s demands for equal rights with men are designed to decouple women from their essentialized femininity by encouraging selfishness with purportedly destructive societal consequences including, but not limited to, high divorce and low birth rates.

Each trinity ally challenges the substance of at least some major liberal democratic principles of law, especially human rights, and the role and rule of law in a modern state. Each ally claims that law, in order to be normatively and empirically legitimate, must be organically connected to the prevailing distinctive culture of nation, community, or church from which it derives its meaning rather than imported and superimposed by regional or international entities.

Conservatives and religious authorities, while not encouraging hostility to the entire human rights canon, are likely to be highly selective in their choice of human rights they are prepared to support. Conservatives focus on property rights and ignore or decry more inclusionary social and economic rights. Confessional authorities, especially in countries where the church enjoys a state-recognized privileged position,\textsuperscript{99} may seek to impose their narrower vision of human rights protections in the name of religious freedom buttressed by the claim that those portions of the human rights canon that they oppose, such as women’s rights and sexual orientation rights, are alien to the nation and faith that they embody and protect.

In the populist nationalist canon,\textsuperscript{100} the nation is a reassuring haven from the destructive forces of modernity.\textsuperscript{101} For them, the modern liberal democratic

\textsuperscript{98} Michaela Frunza & Theodore-Eliza Vacarescu, Introduction, in Gender and the (Post) “East”/“West” Divide 7 (Mihaela Frunză & Theodora-Eliza Vacarescu eds., 2004).


\textsuperscript{100} Príban, supra note 80, at 407–31. Tismaneanu identifies the “ideological chaos created by the collapse of state socialism, leaving populism as the most convenient and frequently the most appealing ersatz ideology. Uprootedness, status loss, and uncertainties about identity provide fertile ground for paranoid visions of conspiracy and treason; hence the widespread attraction of nationalist salvationism.” Vladimir Tismaneanu, Leninist Legacies, Pluralist Dilemmas, 18 J. Democ. 35, 36 (2007).

\textsuperscript{101} András Sajó, Becoming “Europeans”: The Impact of EU “Constitutionalism” on Post-Communist Pre-Modernity, in Spreading Democracy and the Rule of Law? 175–76 (Wojciech Sadurski, Adam Czarnota, & Martin Krygier eds., 2006). Sajó argues that “East European nationalism is . . . embedded in a value system that is (at best) indifferent to modernity as it grounds itself in past (ascribed and mystical) national glory . . . [a] belief [that] does not generate much interest in the ethics of modernity put forward in the rule of law (rational accountability for one’s acts, transparency, and predictability through formalism, etc.).” See Tismaneanu, supra note 100, at 35–36, for a discussion of radical authoritarian trends marked by “intolerance, exclusiveness, rejection of all compromise, extreme personalization of political discourse and the search for charismatic leadership” in the region.
legal canon, which includes a rule of law consciousness and practices that are neutral among groups living in a territory, as well as broad protection of human rights, is illegitimate because it fails to accord proper recognition and pre-eminence to the dominant nation. Instead, it relegates the nation to becoming the victimized majority. Requirements of state compliance, especially with regional and international sex/gender equality obligations, are reinscribed as punitive actions visited upon the nation—antithetical to its interests and culture, its majoritarian collective group rights, and, even more apocalyptically, its survival.

Interestingly, though the backlash trinity virulently denounces the collectivist principles of socialism, it also identifies the desirable political, legal, social, and cultural order as one in which collective duties to the traditional patriarchal hierarchies of family, community, church, and nation—are privileged over individual-oriented, identity-based rights claims associated with law in liberal democracies. Like socialism, the trinity, too, is prepared to implement its vision by using the power of the state apparatus to undermine a broad democratic rule of law system in which sex/gender equality is a foundational component.

b. Neo-liberalism

Neo-liberalism, the post-socialist replacement for socialist state-driven collectivism, was introduced by Western aid donors and foreign economic advisors to newly elected post-socialist governments charged with dismantling socialist command/control economies. It was presented as foundational to any transition into democratic European statehood.

Neo-liberals claim that their political, economic, and legal agenda is based on a set of modern scientific principles regarding the market as the efficient rational mechanism for ordering economic arrangements and institutions in order to maximize aggregate gain through exchange. That market fosters winners and losers among corporations that happen to be
male-controlled, which compete—and cooperate, when necessary—to leverage their power in domestic and globalized markets.

By making informed individual choices, exercising privatized agency and volition, and managing their personal affairs, each individual is accountable for their own life. Economic criteria and expectations are an individual's guide for social and ethical life. Money and material gain are the concrete output measures of the successful exercise of this self-interested, self-realizing fundamental political value of freedom. From this standpoint, “government's role, then, is limited to the protection of the entrepreneurial and competitive behavior of economically rational individuals . . . [who] provide for their own needs and service their own ambitions.” It follows that law, a tool of the state, should be used sparingly to promote that freedom.

Unlike the backlash trinity's open identification with patriarchal sex/gender system norms and prescriptions, neo-liberalism is facially sex/gender neutral. Its supporters claim that neo-liberal-based policies are primarily a “matter of neutral, technical expertise . . . separate from politics and culture, and not properly subject to specifically political authority or cultural critique.” In fact, this dissociation of policy from its larger context is misleading. “Neo-liberal policies have been implemented in and through culture and politics.” Denial of this reality, however, serves a strategic purpose; it enables neo-liberals to sidestep responsibility for significant de facto patterns of discrimination or subordination resulting from their policies. So, for example, though there is persuasive evidence that gender has been a fault line distinguishing winners and losers in the post-socialist, neo-liberal economic restructuring process with longer term consequences,

111. JOHN L. COMAROFF & JEAN COMAROFF, ETHNICITY, INC. 50 (2009).
112. Martha T. McCluskey, Razing the Citizen: Economic Inequality, Gender, and Marriage Tax Reform, in GENDER EQUALITY, DIMENSIONS OF WOMEN’S EQUAL CITIZENSHIP (Linda McClain & Joanna Grossman eds., 2009).
115. Id.
116. Neo-liberalism individualizes poverty and fails to acknowledge that it is structurally distinct for each sex because women’s assumption of the overwhelming preponderance of the burdens of social reproduction and of time-consuming non-market based labor in the private sphere of the family, which increases the likelihood of their impoverishment is considered voluntary, if not natural. True, Transitions, supra note 3, at 84.
117. TRUE, GENDER, GLOBALIZATION, AND POST-SOCIALIZM, supra note 71, at 22.
neo-liberals classify this concern as cultural\textsuperscript{118}; so classified, it neither warrants state remediation nor, for purposes of this article, inclusion in the law faculty curriculum.

Claiming to be a force for modernization, neo-liberalism does not reject the entire human rights canon. Instead, it selectively endorses for state implementation those portions of rights discourse consistent with its ideological agenda. It supports a hierarchical rule of law that privileges protection of private property rights over other human rights. State interventions for the protection of identity-based human rights, such as women’s rights, that are identified as moral imperatives connected to a broader common or collective good\textsuperscript{119} are inappropriate, misguided, and detrimental to the natural order. To the extent that oppression and exploitation exist, such forces are reduced to privatized individual characteristics, experiences, and choices.

Neo-liberal adherence to anti-statist principles, policies, and practices may not mesh completely with the backlash trinity’s support for state intervention designed to engineer a return to a neo-traditional sex/gender order. However, neo-liberalism’s well-developed theoretical anti-statist position, distinguished from the actual use of state supports for economic elites in public policies,\textsuperscript{120} enables its supporters to mask their usually socially conservative beliefs and values that marginalize, if not ignore, women’s rights.\textsuperscript{121} Thus, it can be an instrumentally attractive ally for the backlash trinity’s women’s rights delegitimation agenda.

III. GRAPPLING WITH THE “WOMAN QUESTION”: LAW, LEGAL SYSTEMS, AND WOMEN’S RIGHTS

A. Socialist Law and Legal Systems

In the wake of the WWI destruction of the region’s Tsarist, Ottoman, Hapsburg, and Prussian Empires with their differing legal systems, mostly new sovereign states were created. These new sovereign states faced the important

\textsuperscript{118} Delegitimating women’s rights as components of international and constitutional human rights law by assigning them \textit{only} to the sphere of culture (usually considered as tradition) is distinguishable from a clash between religious or cultural autonomy and gender equality arising in connection with claims of immunity from gender equality provisions on the grounds of cultural or religious freedom. Frances Raday, \textit{Culture, Religion, and Gender}, 1 Int’l J. Const. L. 663 (2003).


\textsuperscript{120} I am indebted to my colleague, Professor Martha T. McCluskey, for this comment.

\textsuperscript{121} Margaret Thornton, \textit{The Demise of Diversity in Legal Education: Globalisation and the New Knowledge Economy}, 8 Int’l J. Legal Prof. 48 (2001).
polity legitimation tasks of writing new national law codes and creating their own civil law-based legal institutions.\textsuperscript{122} The October Revolution in Russia, however, produced even more dramatic developments. Summarily eliminating Tsarist imperial law and shutting down the Tsarist legal system,\textsuperscript{123} the Bolsheviks initially relied on revolutionary law and people’s tribunals. By the end of the tumultuous first post-revolutionary decade, a new system of socialist law\textsuperscript{124} and legal institutions were developed, which relied on “socialist legality”\textsuperscript{125} to enforce socialist morality and order\textsuperscript{126} in the service of the political and economic objectives of the collectivist USSR.

Thirty years later, as Soviet-backed post-WWII regimes consolidated control in Central and Eastern Europe, Soviet-inspired socialist law and legal system institutions were largely imposed.\textsuperscript{127} Depending on the period and country, there were some allowable differences among fraternal socialist legal systems.\textsuperscript{128} Every socialist state had “a collective interest-oriented system that constitutionally emphasized the reciprocity of rights and obligations, especially citizens’ duties, whose failure to be fulfilled produced sanctions from state or party authorities who were the source of rights.”\textsuperscript{129}

Socialist state constitutions contained a far more extensive list of human rights guarantees than Western ones for polity legitimation purposes. However, since socialist legal systems did not follow principles of constitutionalism, which would have limited state authority,\textsuperscript{130} these provisions

\begin{enumerate}
\item [\textsuperscript{122}] Generally speaking the civil law tradition is characterized by reliance on law codes, large judiciaries, investigative procedures controlled by the judge, a denial of judicial law making, and the historical prestige of law professors. See H. Patrick Glenn, *Legal Traditions of the World* 136 (3d ed. 2007).
\item [\textsuperscript{123}] John N. Hazard, *The Lawyer Under Socialism*, Wis. L. Rev. 90, 92–93 (1946) (stating the first official decree of the new Bolshevik government closed down the Tsarist legal system).
\item [\textsuperscript{124}] In a state owned and planned economy, private law is absorbed by public law, removing socialist law from the civil law orbit. John N. Hazard, *Communists and Their Law: A Search for the Common Core of the Marxist Socialist States* (1969).
\item [\textsuperscript{125}] Jiří Přibáň, *Dissidents of Law: On the 1989 Velvet Revolutions, Legitimations, Fictions of Legality, and Contemporary Version of the Social Contract* 62 (2002), identifies socialist legality as an example of transforming legal legitimacy into an empty automatism of general language using some constitutive formal features of modern rational legality whilst actually dismantling the whole system of the rule of law and the proceduralist concept of legal legitimacy.
\item [\textsuperscript{126}] So, for example, there were crime-free streets, but citizens were not safe from arbitrary arrest. Braun, _supra_ note 103, at 146.
\item [\textsuperscript{127}] Zdeněk Kühn, *The Democratization and Modernization of Post-communist Judiciaries*, in *Central and Eastern Europe After Transition* 197–98 (Alberto Febbrajo & Wojciech Sadurski eds., 2010).
\item [\textsuperscript{129}] András Sajó & Vera Losonci, *Rule by Law in East Central Europe: Is The Emperor’s New Suit a Straitjacket?, in Constitutionalism and Democracy, Transitions in the Contemporary World* 324 (Douglas Greenberg et al. eds., 1993).
\item [\textsuperscript{130}] Petrova, _supra_ note 67, at 68.
\end{enumerate}
were not invoked or directly applied by courts to any legal issue. Nor were acts of party-controlled parliaments subject to meaningful judicial review. "Because all actions had to emanate from the state and, therefore, have some appearance of legality . . . law was bureaucratic and purposive; it denied individual rights, as rights might have resulted in independent social action." Moreover, since party control and monopolization over the expression and defense of the public interest conflated public and state interest, neither group nor individual legal challenges to the state were possible.

At the more concrete levels of regime and output legitimation, however, socialist law and legal systems were largely delegitimated in every socialist state. Socialist law, much of it declaratory in character, was of poor quality, with rampant inconsistencies and contradictions. Prevailing legal norms did not necessarily conform to the general principles/higher legal rules of the constitution. "The wide gap left to administrative discretion was filled by secret regulations granting privileges to the state and the members of the nomenklatura." "Often unwritten extra-legal political rules of behavior and instructions from unchallengeable administrative or political authorities, especially the Central Committee of each state's ruling party, could have greater force than legal norms." Clientelism, favoritism, and a lack of transparency and accountability tainted the operation of socialist legal systems. Prosecutors, tasked with the administration of justice, the maintenance of socialist order, the protection of the socialist state, and the insurance of respect for the law, were the most powerful legal system officials and were required to be party


The will of the legislators does not allow . . . that the substance of the legal rules be changed under the pretext of interpretation. . . . In bourgeois laws the judge has become the pivot of the legal system. Socialist evolution has not made this error. Any remedial "interpretation" is contrary to the principles of Marxism-Leninism.

132. Sajó & Losonci, supra note 129, at 325.


136. Sajó & Losonci, supra note 129, at 325.


139. Prosecutors participated in two parallel legal systems—an administrative justice system, consisting of summary in camera measures to discipline and control citizens without their being legally represented and a formal court system in which lawyers participated.

members working closely with its hierarchy. With the exception of the high court, the judiciary, whose professional educational preparation was often problematic, was predominantly a poorly paid, relatively low status, female dominated profession. “[J]udges . . . acted as bureaucrats and fulfilled the expectation that they would promote centrally determined public interests.”

In cases that might have political significance—especially those where party members were involved—judges, mindful of future performance evaluations, were known to rely on an informal consultative practice of “telephone justice” to check with the local party apparatus prior to handing down a decision. In the professional world of lawyers employed by the state, political reliability and adherence to party orthodoxy were important for bar admission; meaningful self-governance was largely a fiction.

In sum, socialist laws and the socialist legal systems interpreting and enforcing them lacked an independent existence, though socialist scholars and judges claimed that, unlike their common law counterparts, they were operating within a system of written law emphasizing their affiliation with the Continental system while condemning what they believed was the primitive and reactionary nature of law in the much more dangerous “imperialists” nations, such as the United States and Great Britain.

The ruling party “might happily use law . . . [but] ultimately was not subordinate to it.” Since the socialist state was not bound by its own laws,
state and party officials could act with a measure of impunity, legal system officials could not challenge them. Citizens could not be protected from their rulers, who relied on large networks of informers.

That said, there were adaptive behaviors of resistance to the repressive socialist legal order. Citizens tried to live a “double life,” based on a division between formal public life and informal private life, which included avoiding the socialist legal system whenever possible. Involvement with the law drew official attention to oneself and opened up or facilitated further state/party penetration of private relationships with unpredictable and, possibly, undesirable outcomes.

B. Post-Socialist Law and Legal System Reform and Women’s Rights

1. Rewriting Laws and Reforming Official Practices

Post-socialism involved reform on a grand scale. Aspects of the past would be differentiated from the present and the future. For law and legal sys-

---

148. “The legal system was obscure and discretionary enough to allow for the protection of the privileges of the nomenklatura.” Sajó & Losonci, supra note 129, at 326.


151. Formal life was held together by the official ideology’s compulsory language, constituting a veritable linguistic subversion of reality in many instances, as citizens tried to create the impression of political loyalty at work and in their dealings with state and party in relationships often characterized by amorality and distrust. Martin Krygier, The Quality of Civility: Post-Anti-Communist thoughts on Civil Society and the Rule of Law, in Out of and Into Authoritarian Law 236 (András Sajó ed., 2003).

152. In the authentic private informal life of family and friends dissociated from politics and the legal system, relationships were uncoerced and largely based on honesty and trust. Family and kin relationships were conceived as a source of mutual resistance to power rather than a site of gender oppression. True, Gender, Globalization, and Post-socialism, supra note 71, at 49–52. See Graff, supra note 93 (discussing the building secure and deeply conservative family structures as a defense against an intrusive totalitarian state). But see Marina Kurkchiyan, The Illegitimacy of Law in Post-Soviet Societies, in Law and Informal Practices, supra note 18, at 37, for a discussion of instrumental considerations and calculations (extra-legal access to goods or services in socialist economies punctuated by scarcity) in the connections established in the informal life.


tems, there was a delicate balance between continuity and discontinuity.\textsuperscript{155}
Popularly elected parliaments were tasked with resurrecting portions of pre-socialist civil law codes, writing new laws\textsuperscript{156} guided by the principles, norms, and practices associated with a liberal democratic state and a neo-liberal market-based economy,\textsuperscript{157} revising or eliminating practices associated with socialist legality,\textsuperscript{158} beginning the process of anchoring constitutionalism as a guiding principle in the legal system, and developing and fostering rule of law consciousness, norms, and practices.\textsuperscript{159}

One might assume that this extensive roster of tasks would require fledgling post-socialist parliaments to thoughtfully confront “deeply rooted, historically conditioned attitudes about the nature of law, about the role of law in society and the polity, about the proper organization and operation of

\begin{itemize}
  \item \textsuperscript{155} Adam Czarnota, \textit{Between Nemesis and Justitia: Dealing with the Past as a Constitutional Process}, in \textit{Rethinking the Rule of Law After Communism}, supra note 154, at 123, 125.
  \item \textsuperscript{156} “In Hungary in the first fifteen months after the formation of the new parliament in 1990 ‘one hundred and eleven laws were passed, and most dealt with such central issues as the structure of the ministerial system, the legal position of the deputies, the creation of a system of local justice.’ Zoltan Barany, \textit{The Regional Perspective}, in \textit{Dilemmas of Transition: The Hungarian Experience} 105 (Aurel Braun & Zoltan Barany eds., 1999). Between 1990 and mid 1992, the National Assembly in Czechoslovakia passed more than 500 laws. \textit{Daniela Piana, Judicial Accountabilities in New Europe: From Rule of Law to Quality of Justice} 90 (2010).
  \item \textsuperscript{157} Neoliberal economists stressed the need to develop a market economy without significant corresponding legal regulation of new economic entities. Kühn, \textit{Post-Communist Judiciaries}, supra note 127, at 178. Moreover, they and their supporters’ beliefs that free market economic reforms would lead to democracy obscured the need for intensive support of fledgling democratic institutions. Consequently, elite male hierarchies of patronage and personal connections were strengthened. \textit{Puchalska, supra} note 138, at 105–06.
  \item \textsuperscript{159} Discussions regarding the appropriate focus for analyzing the extent to which a rule of law exists usually divide along institutionalist/culturalist lines. Institutionalists focus on laws, institutions and the role of lawyers; they are aware of the weakness of public institutions after state collapse and identify failures of rights protection and enforcement as indicia of state incapacity. Culturalists claim that inhospitable cultural and other legacies are crucial factors—that post-socialist societies lack important cultural prerequisites enabling citizens to care about what law says that exist in societies identified as liberal democracies and instead possess cultural legacies incompatible with such ambition. Martin Krygier, \textit{Institutional Optimism, Cultural Pessimism and the Rule of Law, in The Rule of Law After Communist: Problems and Prospects in East-Central Europe} 77, 84–88 (Martin Krygier & Adam Czarnota eds., 1999). For a combined institutionalist/culturalist approach to rule of law concerns, see András Sajó, \textit{Corruption, Clientelism and the Future of the Constitutional State in Eastern Europe}, 7 \textit{East Eur. Cons. Rev.} 37 (1998).
\end{itemize}
a legal system and about the way law is or should be made, applied, studied, perfected, and taught.” Instead, in a number of countries, foreign laws were translated word for word, at times incorrectly or carelessly and without proper comparative analysis, and then immediately enacted—suggesting a legal instrumentalism that promotes the idea that law does or should work.

The early avalanche of new laws generated a host of demands and pressures on legal systems staffed by professionals trained in the socialist era whose carryover into the new order was unavoidable and whose re-education was limited. Since the machinery for maintaining party discipline was dismantled, the state possessed limited capacity to monitor their performance, which, in turn, reinforced popular skepticism regarding the likely effectiveness of post-socialist law and legal system reforms in holding the state accountable for its actions or failures to act. Over time, it became clear that popular expectations regarding the capacity of the post-socialist state, under sustained neo-liberal pressure to resolve daily life issues and alleviate social risk, would be largely unmet and that the post-socialist order did not create the conditions for an outpouring of citizen involvement in public life.

In the late nineties, as post-socialist states sought to affirm their “return” to Europe, overwhelmed parliaments and unprepared judiciaries faced another round of legal reform and modernization associated with EU accession. This also had an impact on the already problematic legal system regime and output legitimation. In order to secure a place in the highly prized EU accession queue, post-socialist states had to meet EU standards of conditionality. Each Brussels-anointed candidate state was required

166. The European Union had great symbolic significance as a return to Europe, as well as practical input, since membership in the EU was a powerful priority of the foreign policy of virtually all post-socialist states, as well as a strategic goal for a better future. Georgiev, supra note 137, at 330.
167. See Dimitry Kochenov, European Enlargement and the Failure of Conditionality (2008), for a critical analysis of pre-accession conditionality in the fields of democracy and the rule of law.
168. The first round of post-socialist candidates consisted of Estonia, Latvia, Lithuania, Poland, the Czech Republic, Slovakia, and Hungary. The second round included Bulgaria and Romania.
to demonstrate the harmonization of its laws with economically oriented EU laws and regulations—a standardization of law on a gigantic scale involving the adoption of enormous amounts of transplanted legal concepts, rules, and regulatory models. Each candidate state also had to demonstrate that it had established an independent judiciary and adopted the European human rights framework. In addition, each candidate state had to provide evidence of its commitment to a rule of law and progress toward anchoring it. This condition was met, in large part, by showing the extent to which its legal system personnel were trained in the new legal discourse.

The accession process explicitly addressed women’s rights by deeming the “full realization” of democracy contingent on gender equality. Consequently, in their accession submissions, candidate states burnished their profiles of compliance and harmonization with EU laws and directives

169. While the European Union’s white paper on Eastern enlargement generated a list of 1,000 directives to be transposed, the entire acquis consisted of closer to 10,000 directives. Wade Jacoby, Priest and Penitent: The European Union as a Force in the Domestic Politics of Eastern Europe, 8 East Eur. Const. Rev. 65 (1999).

170. See Daniel Smilov, EU Enlargement and the Constitutional Principle of Judicial Independence, in Spreading Democracy, supra note 101, at 316–17, for an extensive list of common standards and rules concerning the independence of the judiciary. See also Florence Benoît-Rohmer & Heinrich Klébes, Council of Europe: Towards a Pan-European Legal Area (2005).


172. The World Justice Project identifies rule of law as consisting of the adherence to the following principles: government and its officials and agents are accountable under the law; the laws are clear, publicized, stable, fair, and protect fundamental rights, including the security of persons and property; the process by which the laws are enacted, administered, and enforced is accessible, fair, and efficient; and the laws are upheld, and access to justice is provided, by competent, independent, and ethical law enforcement officials, attorneys or representatives, and judges who are of sufficient number, have adequate resources, and reflect the makeup of the communities they serve. See The World Justice Project, Rule of Law Index, available at http://www.worldjusticeproject.org/rule-of-law-index/. But see Thomas Carothers, Promoting the Rule of Law Abroad: The Problem of Knowledge, Working Papers, 34 (Democracy and Rule of Law Project, Carnegie Endowment for International Peace 2003), available at http://carnegieendowment.org/files/wp34.pdf, for a challenge to the notion that primary emphasis on the judiciary and judicial reform—as the nerve center of the rule of law— is appropriate while not addressing the perceived fairness of laws.

173. See Dmitry Kochenov, supra note 167, at 243–52 (2008), for the European Commission’s pre-accession assessments of candidate countries’ weaknesses in their judiciaries and the overwhelming scale of reforms required, which was noted in Commission reports during the accession process. See also Ganev, supra note 162, for a discussion of the serious deficiencies of ex-socialist state judiciaries as erratic, sanctimonious, institutionally insulated, chronically dysfunctional, and strikingly inefficient.

regarding sex equality by including a constitutional sex equality provision and any domestic anti-discrimination laws (often recently enacted in anticipation of accession, either without any implementation provisions or with provisions which were not activated). Some states reported that they had established a gender unit to represent women’s interests in the state bureaucracy, to serve as a conduit for women’s rights NGOs to government agencies at different levels, and to promote women’s rights through a newly popular strategy of “gender mainstreaming.”

However, given the EU priority of candidate states’ conformity with the rules of a free market-based order, there were mixed signals regarding the de facto importance of sex equality in the accession package. Since the European Commission reviewers of the accession submissions did not consult with NGOs, which arguably could have provided information regarding the states’ actual practices, candidate states were free to rely on Potemkin-like strategic calculations to demonstrate their meeting EU conditionality: changes in formal law; bureaucratic expansion to include gender which, in most states, was window dressing developed by cynical bureaucrats and politicians; and reliance on gender mainstreaming rhetoric. That EU

---

175. Galligan, supra note 69, at 137.
176. “Parliamentary debates regarding the transposition of EU equality legislation were conducted in the context of a tradition of law where the notion of gender-based discrimination is non-existent.” The Council of Europe (2001) defines gender machineries as “an institutional governmental and, in some cases, parliamentary structure set up to promote women’s advancement and to ensure the full enjoyment by women of their human rights.” Id. at 44.
177. In practice, gender units reproduced bureaucratic norms and practices and rarely included women’s rights organizations in their work; NGO participation was reduced to formal consultative exercises; their opinions rarely fed even into the processes of policy formation. Id., at 148.

Gender mainstreaming is a policy process involving an assessment of the implications for women and men of any planned governmental action: legislation, policies and programmes in all areas and at all levels and, ultimately, for making women’s as well as men’s concerns and experiences an integral dimension of the design, implementation, monitoring and evaluation of policies and programs in all political, economic and social spheres, so that inequality is not perpetuated.

Critics claim that gender mainstreaming deploys the idea of gender in a very limited way and has allowed the mainstream to tame and deradicalize claims to gender equality. Hilary Charlesworth, Not Waving but Drowning: Gender Mainstreaming and Human Rights in the United Nations, 18 HARV. HUM. RTS. J. 1 (2005).
180. In most accession states, the gender unit was short-lived as the political will in the national parliament to support them was undercut by coalitions of backlash forces challenging
member states were willing to be flexible meant—in practice, depending on the candidate country—that selective formal compliance could suffice 181 and that the European Union’s available leverage for promoting change at the accession stage was dissipated.

In sum, in the more than two decades since these post-socialist states emerged, enthusiasm for law and legal system reform appears to have eroded and has been replaced by skepticism, legal nihilism, or legal instrumentalism. 182 Most post-socialist states still do not possess the capacity to compete with prevailing informal social norms, 183 which are inconsistent with beliefs, attitudes, and actions essential to anchoring a rule of law culture. 184 Public opinion in most post-socialist countries does not discern “connections . . . between the normativity of law and morality. . . . The normativity of law is perceived as a sort of convention covering at most a political game, hence, the attitude . . . that legal regulations entail dishonest intentions.” 185 Moreover, endemic corruption in most post-socialist legal systems 186 fuels popular perception that the purported fairness of the legal system is yet another instance of official hypocrisy, 187 now aided by lawyers in private practice in conjunction with the state. When legal system regime and output legitimation are severely compromised, there is little incentive to affirmatively

---

181. Milada Anna Vachudova, Europe Undivided: Democracy, Leverage, and Integration After Communism 144 (2005). The proffered rationale was that, while not all Western European members of the EU initially had met the high standards associated with a liberal democratic order and European norms and principles, just as Western European states had moved along the spectrum towards greater if not full compliance by integrating them into domestic law, so too could and would post-socialist newcomers.


183. Marek Zirk-Sadowski, Transformation and Integration of Legal Cultures and Discourses—Poland, in Spreading Democracy, supra note 69, at 148.


186. Clientelistic networks, the pattern of opportunities in the region, and the growing normalization of corruption involving a network of social relations where personal loyalty to the patron prevails against market relations, democratic decision making and professionalism in public bureaucracies, go hand in hand. Sajó, Corruption, Clientelism, supra note 159, at 37–46. Also see Ivan Krastev, Corruption, Anti-Corruption Sentiments and the Rule of Law, in Rethinking the Rule of Law After Communism, supra note 154, at 323, for the claim that corruption has replaced repression as the main obstacle to the rule of law in the region.

187. Tismaneanu, supra note 100, at 38.
protect citizens from violations of their rights, especially controversial ones, notwithstanding a state’s obligation to do so.

One reasonable response to the pessimistic assessment outlined above is that, given the powerful legacies of socialism, slightly more than two decades is an inadequate interval in which to achieve the deep changes necessary to generate law and legal system legitimation at regime and output levels. Each sovereign post-socialist state still lacks resources and a sufficiently large pool of legal system personnel able to implement new laws and develop appropriate legal practices.\(^{188}\) NGO lawyers with whom I have worked report that judges, as well as lawyers, tend to have limited training in regional and international jurisprudence and lack access to sites that could assist them. Judges may simply apply the text of national law because it is the only thing they know with certainty.

As I have been told on numerous occasions, several more generations must retire or die off before significant changes can be fully and effectively implemented. What is often ignored or unrecognized in such conversations is the conterminous pressing need for the reform of legal education (discussed in IV(B) below) in order to begin to produce lawyers, legal system personnel, and academics who are equipped to address existing and anticipatable twenty-first century human rights issues including women’s rights at domestic, regional, and international levels. Mere generational turnover in the legal system or the academy will not suffice if newcomers merely reproduce past attitudes and behaviors.

2. Anchoring Constitutionalism through Constitutional Courts

At the apex of a state’s legal system, the constitutional court, a relative newcomer to European civil law countries,\(^ {189}\) is a crucial institution for the normative building of a democratic, law-based state.\(^ {190}\) Charged with interpreting

---


189. The first Constitutional Courts were created in 1920 in Austria and Czechoslovakia, and disbanded in 1938. The Austrian Court was re-established in 1945. The German Court was established in 1951; the French Constitutional Council was formed in 1958. During socialist times, only Poland had a constitutional tribunal (established in 1986) with authority to review legal acts for conformity with its constitution.

190. Constitutional courts defy the principle that statutory law is the only and ultimate sources of law. They have developed a system of constitutional law using precedents as a source of law and with constitutional rules that may determine the normative framework of the law-based state. PÉRAS, DISSENTERS OF LAW, supra note 125, at 97.
the state constitution by providing an independent\textsuperscript{191} review of legislation and official practices, this court has a vital role in each post-socialist state’s law and legal system legitimation efforts.\textsuperscript{192} Unlike post-WWII Western European constitutional courts, which were symbols of legal continuity, constitutional courts in post-socialist states have not only had to legitimate their own existence, they also have had to address a panoply of new tasks: the annihilation of the old socialist legal paradigm,\textsuperscript{193} the creation of a new tradition and the cultivation of faith in the new normative order,\textsuperscript{194} and the resolution of tension between a legal order and a dramatically changing political order in which the impulse for sweeping change has to be constitutionalized.\textsuperscript{195}

The almost two decade record of constitutional courts in the region suggests that many of them have not been able to fulfill the expectations placed on them.\textsuperscript{196} There are, of course, some country specific reasons for this situation. However, there is also an overarching reason posing an apparent institutional dilemma that is connected more generally to the legitimation of post-socialist legal systems. An assertive constitutional court that, following a rule of law, declares laws enacted by parliament unconstitutional opens itself to a politically potent accusation of countermanding prevailing popular political beliefs. These include: a strong central government limited by “parliamentary checks, the protection of rights principally or solely through positive legislation, and a more modest political and social role for lawyers.”\textsuperscript{197} If the constitutional court appears either to be overriding the popular will expressed by a democratically elected parliament or protecting rights without specific positive legislation,\textsuperscript{198} it can be labeled a counter-majoritarian, and, thus, an anti-democratic institution.\textsuperscript{199} It then risks one of several high

\textsuperscript{191} See Smilov, EU Enlargement, supra note 170, at 313, for a discussion of different East European models for the implementation of the principle of judicial independence.

\textsuperscript{192} See Rethinking the Rule of Law After Communism, supra note 154, at 297–303, for extensive discussions of constitutionalism in Central and Eastern Europe.

\textsuperscript{193} Kühn, Post-Communist Judiciaries, supra note 127, at 194.

\textsuperscript{194} Venelin I. Ganev, Foxes, Hedgehogs, and Learning: Notes on the Past and Future Dilemmas of Postcommunist Constitutionalism, in Rethinking the Rule of Law After Communism, supra note 154, at 75.

\textsuperscript{195} Id.

\textsuperscript{196} See Puchalska, supra note 138, at 125–45, for a critical analysis of the record of constitutional courts—more specifically—the Polish Constitutional Court in the constitutionalism–democracy balance of the post-socialist state. But see Sergio Bartole, Conclusions: Legitimacy of Constitutional Courts: Between Policy Making and Legal Science, in Constitutional Justice, East and West 426 (Wojciech Sadurski ed., 2002), for examples of Polish, Czech, and Slovenian constitutional courts going beyond a formalistic exegesis of the legal texts.

\textsuperscript{197} DeLisle, supra note 158, at 290.

\textsuperscript{198} See Wojciech Sadurski, Constitutional Courts and Constitutional Cultures in Central and Eastern European Countries, in Central and Eastern Europe After Transition, supra note 143, at 99, for a discussion of the impact of constitutional courts upon constitutional culture in their relationship with other branches of government—particularly legislatures.

stakes parliamentary responses—approval of the unconstitutional law, refusal to comply with the court’s decision, or revision of the constitution. Each of these options has a potential impact on the legitimization of the constitutional court and, ultimately, on the legitimization of an admittedly weakly legitimated post-socialist legal system.

Consequently, in states with relatively fresh memories of decades of totalitarian rule and the legacy of a compromised delegitimated socialist legal system, a judicious constitutional court, rather than moving forward to declare a law unconstitutional, may prefer to wait for parliament to interpret a constitutional provision and then itself become a parliamentary rubber stamp. This suggests that a constitutional court may be less valued if, after due deliberation, it comes to its own opposite conclusion. Admittedly, there is more than a whiff of irony in this proposition. The lack of legal system independence is again rationalized—albeit, now, in a post-socialist democratic context, rather than a socialist one.

This outcome has implications for the European jurisprudential proposition of subsidiarity—that domestic courts should be the lynchpins of the European human rights system charged with protecting the European Convention’s rights and freedoms, and that decisions involving European rights issues are best made at the lower levels of state government rather than at a supranational level. To the extent that there are major internal political, legal, and cultural incentives for a domestic legal system to avoid addressing certain human rights issues, such as women’s rights—even though most post-socialist legal systems are based on monist assimilation models incorporating a state’s international and regional human rights obligations including women’s rights into domestic law—the depth of a state’s commitment to a rule of law within the multi-layered European human rights system is open to question. State resistance can be compounded by the fact that a judgment by the European Court of Human Rights in Strasbourg does not nullify state legislation or practices, but rather identifies the grounds for concluding that the state has violated its obligations under the European Convention. A petitioner’s victory at the supranational regional level does not preclude a state’s failure to execute the judgment. In fact, a state’s waiting


game may be a good domestic political move—leaving the prevailing party to have to turn for possible redress to a hitherto inattentive political entity, the Council of Ministers of the Council of Europe, whose failure to act can be said to perpetuate rights violations.

In sum, women’s rights—like other identity-based rights considered controversial by powerful domestic political, cultural, and legal forces discussed in Section II(B)—are a lightning rod that test a state’s commitment to constitutionalism, a rule of law, and its regional and international human rights obligations. In theory, fulfilling these three commitments should assist in the legitimation of its legal system at regime and output levels; paradoxically, however, such diligent efforts may backfire.

3. Legal Positivism, Feminist Legal Theory, and the Interpretation of Law

The preceding two sections (III(B)(1) and (2)), which focus on the two key features contributing to post-socialist role of law and rule of law developments with mixed consequences for legal system regime and output legitimation, do not exhaust the explanation of contestations over the legitimacy of women’s rights in a reformed post-socialist legal order. Of equal importance, though admittedly less likely to be acknowledged, is the extent to which the prevailing philosophical approach to the interpretation of law in post-socialist legal systems assists in the delegitimation of existing women’s rights jurisprudence.

No longer bound and isolated by socialist law and legality, post-socialist legal systems rely on legal positivism, the prevailing jurisprudential philosophy of European civil law systems, in their interpretation and application of law. Not surprisingly, law faculties teach law from a positivist perspective (discussed further in Section IV(B)(1) below).


204. See Marinella Marmo, The Execution of Judgments of the European Court of Human Rights – A Political Battle, 15 MAASTRICHT J. EUR. & COMP. L. 235 (2008), for a discussion of states failing to comply with the Court’s judgments within the required three-month period and a discussion of the principle of solidarity aiming to enlarge the effect of the court’s rulings to all member states. If a case is heard by the Court of Justice of the EU in Luxembourg, the remedy for state non-compliance with a judgment is not more effective. Also see INTERNATIONAL INFLUENCE BEYOND CONDITIONALITY: POST-COMMUNIST EUROPE AFTER EU ENLARGEMENT (Rachel A. Epstein & Ulrich Sedelmeier eds., 2009), for a discussion of political conditionalism (democratic principles, human rights, and minority rights), in which EU institutions do not have any sanctioning power, except in extreme cases of a “serious and persistent breach” of democracy and fundamental rights. Under Article 7 of the EU treaty, certain membership rights then can be suspended.

205. Socialism could enforce its own interests freely with brutal force through unlawful interference or even through silencing the law. Kühn, Worlds Apart, supra note 131, at 5–10.
One of legal positivism’s basic premises is that law is a science—a highly developed form of rationality. It is analytically reducible to a logically coherent autonomous system of more or less deterministic rules that are independent of moral, economic, and political theory; these rules are used to control society. Consistent with notions of law as a science, these rules are abstracted from the particularities of their socio historical context. In effect, “law is a self-referential system which obtains m—obtaining its authority from itself.” Law sets up standards, said to be applied in a neutral manner to formally equal parties. It maintains its neutrality and objectivity by its enunciation of legal truths.

Enacted by the sovereign—the parliament in modern democracies—, laws are presumed to be clear, complete, and coherent—meaning that there is a mutual relationship between legal rules. To a significant degree, the presumption of the legal text’s linguistic correctness guarantees its judicial reading in accordance with the legislators’ intent.

Courts adhering to a positivist approach based on explicit rules are likely to rely on technical modes of legal reasoning by directly applying a formally valid code provision as the binding objective source of law to produce a narrow, literal judicial interpretation of law. “[I]n hard cases, where an easy logical syllogism cannot be applied . . . judges do not need to listen to precedents, legal writings, the intention of the legislature, [or] the rationally reconstructed purposes of the law.” They also can rely on the unwritten principle “when in doubt do nothing.”

Of course, legal positivism, like other philosophies of jurisprudence, is not monolithic. Among its adherents, there is contestation regarding the relative merits and failings of a hard–traditional or exclusive–positivism, a soft–inclusive–positivism, or critical legal positivism. The latter two ap-
proaches seek to remedy the failings of the hard version, which does not recognize the cultural and communicative character of law and its actual impact.

Here, post-socialist legal systems appear to be caught in a dilemma. On the one hand, given the socialist legacy of deeply compromised and delegitimated law and legal systems, contemporary judicial reliance on hard legal positivism, which allows legal institutions to function under conditions of very limited discretion, may be reassuring. State commitments to judicial independence can be said to be honored when judges decide cases only according to law. But this claim is misleading, as law always involves interpretation of text, even if one claims law’s alleged clarity and certainty and disregards contradictions and indeterminacy in legal doctrines.\textsuperscript{216} Moreover, there are costs to reliance on hard positivism’s formalist approach. Formal legality risks degeneration into excessive formalism and textualism,\textsuperscript{217} which hampers the capacity of the legal system either to take new interests or circumstances into account or to remedy the \textit{de facto} effects of social inequality. Arguably, then, post-socialist progress toward enhanced legitimation of law and the legal system at regime and output levels may be hindered by a traditionally oriented legal system’s failure to recognize issues and provide meaningful redress, for example, for rights violations.

How do women’s rights fare in post-socialist legal systems relying on prevailing legal positivist approaches to the interpretation of law? In all likelihood, they fare poorly in courts and, as discussed in Section IV(B), in law faculties as well. In a sex/gender discrimination case, a court that is committed to hard positivism can invoke a state constitution’s sex equality provision to find no discrimination. If a general sex equality law, even one lacking any implementation provisions, is found to be consistent with that constitutional provision, a court may find no discrimination. Even if that state’s constitution also contains a monist provision that incorporates binding regional and international obligations into state law, a court may ignore it. If a court concludes that a specific law is \textit{de jure} facially consistent with a constitutional sex equality provision or general sex equality law and fails to consider allegations of its \textit{de facto} disparate and, arguably, discriminatory impact, it may well find no discrimination. In any of these situations, the court is ignoring the close connections among power relations generated by sex and gender,\textsuperscript{218} often combined with other variables such as race,

\textsuperscript{216} Lacey, supra note 29.
\textsuperscript{217} Kühn, \textit{Worlds Apart}, supra note 131, at 532.
\textsuperscript{218} “The goal of the substantive equality is to transform social patterns of discrimination, partly by uncovering the inequalities in gender neutral laws and partly by challenging schemes that differentiate women by offering . . . only paternalistic benefits.” Beverly Baines & Ruth Rubio-Marin, \textit{Introduction: Toward a Feminist Constitutional Agenda, in The Gender of Constitutional Jurisprudence} 14 (Beverly Baines & Ruth Rubio-Marin eds., 2005).
ethnicity, class, or sexual orientation, that produce discrimination. To further complicate matters, if layers of law are involved, a hard positivist approach may be inadequate.219 For example, a court may be tasked with reconciling an anti-discrimination law with a gender-neutral provision in another law or regulation while also trying to take into consideration EU, regional, or international jurisprudence about which it has little or no knowledge and training.

Feminist legal theory, associated with critical legal theory, provides a sharp contrast and an alternative to most prevailing versions of legal positivism—though one may be correct in assuming that judges are unaware of its existence. Feminist legal theory questions and renders problematic what is conventionally designated as the objective, the neutral, and the normal. By claiming that knowledge regarding the sexes is always socially situated,220 it challenges positivism's foundational claim of law's objectivity and neutrality as an autonomous system and recognizes that “[l]egal texts are almost always written in an objective and discursive style from a position of a legal authority or expert that masks their discursive and constructive nature.”221 In a sexually patterned world, women and men are not formal legal subjects; they are not abstracted from social context, as legal positivism would have it. Sex/gender ideologies, whose hegemonic standards of naturalized and normalized masculinity and femininity are incorporated into law, are interpreted and enforced by law.222

Like other schools of socio legal analysis, feminist legal theory's criticisms of analytical (positivist) jurisprudence demystify legal doctrine, legal discourse, and law's understanding of itself.223 Like other critical legal theorists, feminist legal theorists maintain that law does not transcend its location. Rather, law is a mechanism likely to reflect, reproduce, express, construct, and reinforce prevailing sexually patterned power relations in the world wide system of fraternal patriarchy that privileges or accommodates the needs of men.224 Consequently, a de jure approach in a sex discrimination case will simply reproduce that power disparity. In contrast, a de facto contextualized determination of the actual harmful impact of a law recognizes those whose lives are concretely affected by it.

222. Lacey, supra note 29, at 108.
223. PŘÍBAŠ, DISSIDENTS OF LAW, supra note 125, at 80–81.
IV. LEGAL EDUCATION AND THE INCLUSION OF WOMEN’S RIGHTS IN THE CURRICULUM

A. Socialist State-Controlled Legal Education

In their first edict after assuming power, the Bolsheviks abolished the entire pre-revolutionary legal system, including the bar. Law faculties were closed for two years; social science faculties were charged with educating whatever legal professionals were needed; the practice of law was opened to “all honest persons of either sex who enjoy civil rights.” When a limited number of law faculties did reopen, they were subject to tight state control—a familiar pattern from the Tsarist past.

By the second decade of the socialist era, as socialist laws and the concept of socialist legality were more fully developed in the Soviet Union, references to European civil law systems were eliminated from the law curriculum. Compulsory ideological education—the History of the Communist Party, Political Economy, Marxist-Leninist Philosophy, and Scientific Communism—and participation in the Komsomol—Communist party youth organization—were added as requirements.

In post-WWII socialist countries, the existing civil law system was replaced by a socialist one; many of its principles and norms were imported from the USSR. A purge of each national bar commenced, and the number of lawyers was radically reduced. State controlled law faculties were

225. See John N. Hazard, Settling Disputes in Soviet Society: The Formative Years of Legal Institutions 1–9 (1960), for a discussion of the dismantling of Tsarist legal structures. According to Marxist theory, law is part of the superstructure of society; its content and purposes are determined by a society’s economic base. Law, thus, is a tool for the reinforcement of ruling class dominance. In a utopian, classless, communist society, Marx proclaimed, law and the legal system would be unnecessary and would wither away as would legal education. G. M. Razi, Legal Education and the Role of the Lawyer in the Soviet Union and the Countries of Eastern Europe, 48 Calif. L. Rev. 776, 784 (1960).

226. See Razi, supra note 225, at 783, for a brief discussion of the period 1917–1921, when the Revolutionary Tribunals and Cheka were the dominant organs for the administration of justice and operated according to principles of “the revolutionary conscience and the revolutionary concept of justice”—thus limiting the need for legal education.

227. Meyer, supra note 67, at 1023. Initially, admission of children of the former bourgeoisie and the intelligentsia to institutions of higher learning was terminated, though this ban was later rescinded.

228. Anna Smolentseva, Challenges to the Russian Academic Profession, 45 Higher Ed. 391, 393 (2003). Compulsory courses in scientific communism created problems of ideologization of the higher education process. Id. at 395.

229. Conflict between the party system and the Romanist-oriented members of the legal profession in parts of East Central Europe existed. Hazard, Communists and Their Law, supra note 124, at 118–26.

230. Meyer, supra note 67, at 1028. See also Razi, supra note 225, at 799, n.80.
required to adopt an ideologically vetted, Soviet inspired law curriculum, as well as to institute class-based or party-based admission quotas. New socialist law texts were written in national languages; Soviet law texts often were used as supplements or references. That socialist law and the socialist legal system were superior to common or civil law states, whose legal systems hypocritically espoused liberal democratic principles while being subservient to capitalist interests, was an ideological given.

Socialist legal education produced cadres of jurists—officials and professors at the highest level who prepared laws—and rank and file legal workers—judges, prosecutors, and lawyers. Like all education, it was connected to the state’s employment system, which usually assigned jobs to graduating law students.

Like other university faculties, law faculties experienced varying degrees of party/state organized repression, depending on external political developments. That said, even when, in post-Stalinist times, a few East Central European jurists developed rejuvenated concepts of justice within socialist legality, in most socialist countries, the space for intellectual inquiry in law faculties remained extremely limited. Citizens’ obligations to the state and society were emphasized rather than their rights.

231. Razi, supra note 225, at 789–90.
232. Fodor, Power, Patriarchy, and Paternalism, supra note 42, at 53–54. In Hungary, for example, the quota—originally 50 percent for children of the working class—was later reduced to 30 percent.
233. In the Soviet Union, in addition to a high score on entrance examinations, a recommendation from the Communist Youth Organization was required. For the prestigious faculties at Moscow and Leningrad, strong Community party connections were officially required. Lisa A. Granik, Legal Education in Post-Soviet Russia and Ukraine, 73 OR. L. REV. 963, 964 n.3 (1993).
234. Schönfelder, supra note 135, at 77–81. Law texts referred to “the teachers of the official philosophy of the Soviet state as often as possible to prove that they expounded[ed] the subject matter according to the Orthodox views of Marxism-Leninism and that reality fits into theory, so as to obtain the imprimatur of the authorities.” Razi, supra note 225, at 782. It was not unusual to see treatises dedicated to the reviewers from the Ministry of Education who “perfected the scientific accuracy of the work.” Id. at 783.
235. In some states, they might be able to express employment preferences, but in most states, they had to work at an assigned position for a period of time before seeking positions elsewhere. Granik, supra note 233, at 972.
238. Higher education in the region generally was marked by a “passive nature and subordination to the functions of official ideology and a centrally planned economy . . . guaranteeing a minimal set of social benefits and a stable and predictable (life).” Igor V. Kitaev, Russian Education in Transition: Transformation of Labour Market, Attitudes of Youth and Changes in Management of Higher and Lifelong Education, 20 OXFORD REV. EDUC. 111,113 (1994).
Law professors taught from legal texts without providing any critical analysis. Precedent was rejected as antithetical to the principle of democratic centralism; other considerations, such as the efficacy of rules, their impact, the policy surrounding them, judicial decisions, customary practices, or established conventions, were disregarded. Statutory interpretation was not a subject of study. Since law was presented as a simple cognitive operation, discussions of legal methodology were rare.

Pedagogical methods in law faculties reproduced the authoritarian and culturally endorsed pattern of a strong hierarchical relationship between faculty as experts and students as disciples. Professors relied on an ex cathedra pedagogy consisting of lectures on the texts and the memorization of codes; exams, oral or written, were based on memorization of legal theories, history, and specific code provisions.

Libraries, a potential source for critical thinking, usually were not directly accessible to students. Foreign book collections were skimpy and, depending on the country and period, these books might not be available for circulation. Moreover, since students and faculty were fluent in their national language and in Russian (a compulsory subject), they were less likely to be able to read foreign materials that offered a different perspective on law and legal systems and that, lacking official approval, were not translated into their mother tongue or Russian.

In most socialist states, legal education did not have the status associated with other disciplines, which trained workers to make concrete contributions to the further development of socialism. Consequently, the legal profession was not widely represented in the higher echelons of the party or the state apparatus in many socialist states. The legal profession “had a marginalized role in social affairs and development . . . reduced to solving petty civil matters and dealing with criminality issues.”

239. Textual and positivist analysis of legal texts were the only way to evade the omnipresent ideology of scarcely readable works relying on political propaganda to demonstrate the superiority of socialist law. Kühn, Comparative Law, supra note 161, at 227.
241. Id. at 540.
242. Id. at 542.
243. Id. at 543.
244. It is estimated that, in some countries, only six to ten percent of all law graduates became advokats. Others entered the state apparatus directly or became jurisconsults. Meyer, supra note 67, at 1035.
B. Legal Education in Post-Socialist States

1. Post-Socialist Teaching of Law

With the collapse of socialism, universities in the region were freed from intrusive state control. Their governance and institutional operations would be guided by liberal democratic principles—academic freedom, autonomy, self-governance, and respect for human rights. In law faculties, the most immediate curriculum reform entailed substantive shifts as civil law subjects replaced socialist law ones and new subjects relating to the introduction of market economies and, later, to the European Union were added.

Despite the relatively weak legitimation of law and legal systems at regime and output levels (discussed in Section III(B)), there now appears to be an increased interest in the study of law and a higher status attached to lawyers than in the socialist past. This shift may be based on the prospect of expanded opportunities and attractive salaries for some lawyers, especially multi-lingual ones, in commercial and corporate law practices—at times connected with Western European or North American law firms. For those hoping to enter the state bureaucracy, law training provides economic security in perilous times.


248. For example, as in the socialist era, the majority of contemporary lower court judges are women. In many countries, the judiciary remains largely a low paying, secure bureaucratic career option. Galligan, supra note 69, at 44. However, depending on the country, the salary may be quite high when compared to other income levels.
State university law faculties continue to provide free or low cost education for the overwhelming majority of future legal professionals. Based on their access to the best and brightest students selected through a competitive state exam, these faculties enjoy intellectual preeminence in the transmission of legal elite culture. However, in the region’s neo-liberal market oriented economies, they have been beggared by a lack of public financial resources or foreign assistance.

To meet the increased demand for legal education, private (proprietary) law schools have been established. An undetermined percentage of them are considered “degree mills”—offering a degree for a price to intellectually unqualified or less qualified students. At this point, they do not appear to be serious competitors to prestigious state university faculties.

Generally speaking, in the region, law remains a deeply conservative academic discipline. Law is taught from a legal positivist standpoint, which does not encourage or reward challenges or critiques of existing legal authority or texts. "Available textbooks summarize codes and avoid issues of interpretation and construction. . . . Critical reviews of judicial opinions are much less frequently found than in West European civil law countries." In the wake of neo-liberalism and globalization in the region,

250. Tuori, supra note 209, at 166.
251. To diversify and increase their revenue stream, some state university law faculties have been permitted to admit an additional number of fee-paying students with lower exam scores. Snejana Slantcheva, The Bulgarian Academic Profession in Transition, 45 HIGHER EDUC. 425, 427 (2003).
252. Although the US government has supported “rule of law” projects as part of earlier law and development initiatives in other parts of the world and integrated legal education reform into overall legal reform initiatives, in Eastern Europe and the former Soviet Union, legal education reform has been at most a tangential part of ongoing United States-funded legal reform projects though it is fundamental to promoting the rule of law. Mark K. Dietrich & Nicolas Mansfield, Lessons Spurned: Legal Education in the Age of Democracy Promotion 1–2 (2006), available at http://ewmi.org/sites/ewmi.org/files/files/EWMILegalEducationReform.pdf.
253. It is estimated that 271 law schools were operating in Russia in 2004; only 108 were accredited. In 1986, there were only 100 state-run law schools. William Burnham, Peter B. Maggs & Gennady M. Danienko, Law and the Legal System of the Russian Federation 133–34 (3d ed. 2004).
254. Private law schools usually rely on underpaid state university law professors who supplement their low incomes by giving lectures to private law faculty students. See, e.g., Sahlas & Chastenay, supra note 249, at 202.
256. There are crippling effects if, as happens, the professor has drafted the law code and will be offended if the student says anything other than repeating the content of the class lecture: Blomquist, supra note 246, at 72.
257. Schönfelder, supra note 135, at 84–85.
legal education is valued for facilitating the operation of the market as the quintessential sphere of freedom and economic well-being. That law can work toward the promotion of change consistent with human rights principles such as equality, democracy, diversity, and social justice does not appear as a prominent theme or incentive.

Despite growing demands on the legal profession, the quality of legal education does not appear to have improved substantially. In state and most private law school faculties, classes are large. Many professors still rely on an ex cathedra (lecture) format, which tends to reproduce the status quo as authoritative knowledge. Students still transcribe and memorize the information conveyed by professors in their lectures for final exams.

Some lecture courses may have large discussion sections labeled as seminars. These seminars are conducted by overburdened young assistants serving as legal academic apprentices. Usually, there is very limited opportunity for in-depth critical discussion. Free standing seminars that require original research or extensive supplemental reading are rather rare.

Opportunities for legal, practice-oriented educational experiences are not only limited by a lack of resources, but also by prevailing pedagogical

259. Pedagogy in the region is influenced by German traditions. Defenders of this format claim that the civil law system is more coherent and organized than the common law system, “allowing students to master positive law and understand the internal logic of the legal system rather than taking a chaotic overview of the resolution of particular problems” as justifications for lectures rather than interactive and creative teaching methods. Sahlas & Chastenay, supra note 249, at 209.
260. “[T]he dialogic act of learning by rediscovering existing knowledge is not the same as the one-way transference of knowledge that takes place in traditional education. [Like the creation of new knowledge, it, too] must be predicated on critical reflection, curiosity, problematisation, uncertainty and creativity.” Dianne Otto, Handmaidens, Hierarchies and Crossing the Public-Private Divide in the Teaching of International Law, 1 MelB. j. InT’l l. 35, 41 (2000).
261. “The best students [are] those who remember the maximum amount of formalized information . . . (though) they might not understand very well how it applies to practical situations.” Daniil E. Fedorchuk, Fighting Dragons of the Past: The Internationalization of Legal Education at Donetsk National University, in THE EXPORT OF LEGAL EDUCATION: ITS PROMISE AND IMPACT IN TRANSITION COUNTRIES 45, 48 (Ronald A. Brand & D. Wes Rist eds., 2009).

262. Assistants are vulnerable to discrimination and to mobbing by professors. Ana Covic, who works in the Office of the Ombudsperson in Novi Sad, Serbia, provided this information.
assumptions that law professors disseminate theory to students and that law faculties should not be tasked with preparing future lawyers for practical work. Consequently, clinical legal education, which focuses on skills, is uncommon in the law curriculum in most countries. If internships are available, they usually consist of students’ passive observation of court sessions or a law practice.

2. Stakeholders in Legal Education Reform

The discussion in this section is grounded on the reasonable assumption that, in the near future, law faculties are likely to face greater pressures to modernize by undertaking more expansive reforms, especially as socialist trained generations of faculty and administrators retire. This article begins with a more general analysis of faculty participation in a broad reform process. It is followed by an exploration of the possibilities of expanding the categories of stakeholders to others who might be consulted—law students, legal professionals, legal system officials, and NGOs. Finally, it addresses the subject specific barriers to the inclusion of women’s rights in the law curriculum that each category of stakeholder may raise.

Law faculty members, the obvious main actors in legal education reform, may not be inclined to involve themselves for a variety of reasons. Regardless of rank, law faculty tend to be woefully underpaid, have heavy teaching loads, and often supplement their income by teaching at private law faculties, tutoring private students for state law faculty entrance exams, or work in legal practice as barristers, legal advisers, or judges. Arguably, such time consuming work in legal practice could help create connections between theory and practice in the curriculum and enrich teaching; it is not clear that such connections have been created. Rather, faculty may have limited time and energy to become involved in labor-intensive law reform projects.

Different generational cohorts of legal academics may display different levels of responsiveness to legal education reform that encompasses the development of new conceptual frameworks, subjects, and pedagogies, as

263. See Berbec-Rostas et al., supra note 245, at 55. See also Maria Slazak, Legal Education and Training in Poland, 4 EUR. J. LEGAL ED. 217–20 (2007), for a discussion of the lack of preparedness of students entering the legal profession. In some countries, legal studies are not sufficient for practicing law. After graduation from a law faculty, individuals must be hired as helpers to practicing attorneys before they are allowed to sit for the bar exam.


265. Smolentseva, supra note 228, at 410–11.

266. In Poland, part-time employment is more common than full-time employment in the higher education private sector. Berbec-Rostas et al., supra note 245, at 63–64.
well as institutional reorganization. Two decades after the collapse of socialism, there has not yet been a full generational turnover in academic or legal system personnel—meaning that most professors, academic administrators, and legal system officials were educated and began their careers in socialist times or in the immediate post-socialist years when the penumbra of socialist-style education still loomed large.\footnote{267} These senior colleagues may be less open to proposals that substantively challenge their often entrenched professional beliefs, practices, and expertise.

Young faculty, many of whom have done part or all of their graduate legal studies (LL.M. or Ph.D.) outside their own country\footnote{268} and, in all likelihood, speak and write one or more foreign languages other than Russian, are sources of new knowledge and pedagogies and are therefore ideal contributors to a legal education reform process. However, as apprentices in the academy, often waiting for older professors to retire or die, young faculty is also the most vulnerable cohort in the law faculty hierarchy. Powerful senior colleagues may not appreciate young faculty’s innovativeness and creativity. Moreover, young faculty is also likely to be burdened with heavy teaching loads; in some instances, they may be teaching new subjects for which they also may be writing the first textbooks in the national language.

Although law curriculum reform is generally understood to be the turf of faculty as experts, there are other possible contributors who could provide different perspectives that might expand substantive and pedagogical reform options, although the inclusion of such individuals might require a paradigm shift in the region’s legal academic culture.

As part of the academic community and as future professionals, law students are stakeholders in the legal education reform process. At the time of this writing, law students are part of the first generation born after the collapse of socialism; they bring a different generationally based perspective to their education. At a minimum, their input can be encouraged by a system of student evaluations of faculty and courses\footnote{269} as well as possible follow-
up interviews with recent graduates working in the state apparatus, private practice, or social justice NGOs. That said, students spend a relatively brief period of time (three to five years) studying at a law faculty. Students’ critical abilities can be discounted or challenged by those who believe either that younger persons ought to display deference toward their elders, especially those in official positions of formal authority, or that they are unseasoned and, thus, unqualified to make such evaluations.

Lawyers and legal system officials also have a stake in the modernization of legal education. They are concerned about the educational preparation of their future employees and colleagues. That said, given the relatively recent introduction of the norm of academic freedom in university governance and curriculum development, the extent of their involvement in legal education reform can become a delicate issue; their role would have to be clearly defined.

NGOs working in public interest are yet another identifiable category of possible stakeholders in the reform of legal education. A number of NGOs have legal staff with broad ranging expertise in environmental, labor, disability, prison, women’s, and sexual orientation rights. That said, highly credentialed academics may dismiss non-academic legal professionals in NGOs as lesser colleagues or even trespassers on sacred academic turf.

Clearly, these more general considerations regarding the possible scope of consultation in curriculum reform efforts are relevant to the specific issue of the inclusion of women’s rights in the law curriculum. Even if the range of stakeholders is expanded, there might also be subject-specific obstacles to its inclusion.

As Section II(B) points out, the subject evokes historical associations with a repudiated past and its accompanying liabilities. Legal academics, who are supporters of contemporary backlash trinity forces or of neo-liberalism, may minimize the importance of the subject, argue against its inclusion, or dismiss it. As Section III(B) details, to the extent women’s rights raises the reform stakes in the curriculum by its openly critical recognition of the law/culture nexus, it offers coherent, far-reaching, destabilizing challenges to post-socialist fraternal patriarchies that claim to be liberal democracies bound by European human rights norms replicated in law faculties. Older faculty may be less welcoming of new, nontraditional subjects—especially if the subject challenges their reliance on hard legal positivism or has the potential to divert students away from the subjects they teach.270 Some faculty are likely to marginalize the importance of women’s rights, especially those who are unfamiliar with the significant contributions women’s rights

270. In a private communication to the author, Janka Debreceniová, a Slovak lawyer specializing in women’s rights, makes this argument.
scholars have made to many legal issues, or who are unaware of the field’s well-developed intellectual pedigree\textsuperscript{271} and intellectually vibrant, creative, and expansive contributions to the human rights canon, and to the reconceptualization of the role and rule of law.

In most countries, the absence of national language textbooks on women’s rights\textsuperscript{272} and the limited number of scholarly articles on its many concerns can further marginalize the subject. This article characterizes such a situation as a negative cycle of diminishing significance. By way of explanation, there may be little incentive for faculty to develop a textbook or write scholarly articles on a subject that is considered to be controversial or less valued by the higher echelons of each law faculty and that is, thus, less likely to be taught. In turn, the absence of texts or important scholarly works in the national language becomes an acceptable reason for continuing to assign a low priority to the inclusion of a subject in the curriculum. That low priority, then, is a further disincentive to undertaking scholarly work in the field.\textsuperscript{273}

To the extent that female faculty are more likely to be drawn to the subject and advocate for it, there is reason to believe that the chances of its inclusion may be diminished. In law faculty hierarchies, women are less likely than men to be high ranking and influential full professors or chairs of cathedras; women who are identified as feminists risk being even more marginalized by their colleagues.

That said, in a very limited number of law faculties in the region, there are small numbers of courageous law faculty members who are committed to including women’s rights in their teaching. They display laudable intellectual fortitude by bringing the contributions of feminist legal theory to the legal academy, but at present, it does not appear that a supportive dean and/or a critical mass of informed colleagues, prepared to engage in the systemic reform that feminist legal theory calls for, exist in the overwhelming preponderance of law faculties in the region.

As other possible stakeholders, lawyers and legal system officials also may not support the inclusion of women’s rights in the curriculum. They share a basic intellectual socialization having been trained in more traditional positivist-oriented legal educational environments; in all likelihood, they have little knowledge of the subject\textsuperscript{274} and may rely on stereotypes as

\textsuperscript{271} Publishers’ lists, admittedly mostly in Western Europe, North America, Australia, and India, offer new texts and a plethora of books (both scholarly and popular); journal articles abound; voluminous well-researched reports are generated by international and regional governmental organizations charged with a human rights mandate, as well as by national or international coalitions of NGOs. See Conaghan, supra note 224, at 352.

\textsuperscript{272} Dr. Ivana Radačić, a Croatian legal scholar, has written a reader in feminist legal theory used in Croatia and Serbia. (Personal communication with the author.)

\textsuperscript{273} In a private communication to the author, Dr. Radačić also notes the extremely limited amount of feminist legal theorizing by scholars in the region.

evidence to justify its marginalization or relegation to culture and, thus, designation as falling outside the purview of law. Consequently, though the legal system presumably stands to benefit from better trained future lawyers and officials, incumbents may have little incentive to actively support more extensive education in women’s rights. Moreover, if legal system officials perceive that its inclusion will lead to an increase in caseloads which, in the region’s underfunded and strained legal systems, can be understood as a mere diversion of precious, limited institutional resources rather than an essential component of a democratic legal system, they may be unsupportive. Finally, though some lawyers might find the prospect of a new field such as women’s rights, spanning both private practice and public interest law, attractive, the harsh reality is that likely clients will have limited, if any, financial resources to fund litigation.

3. Curriculum Options for Women’s Rights

There are numerous options for the substantive inclusion of women’s rights in the post-socialist law curriculum. In the best of all worlds, these options are not mutually exclusive, and all of them would be available to students during the course of their legal studies.

The most immediately obvious options exist in the human rights or international/regional law department or cathedra of the faculty. A women’s human rights course or seminar275 exposes students to the work of legal scholars, lawyers, and judges from different countries276 in a wide variety of fora.277 The range of possible topics is enormous: gender-based violence ranging from intimate relationships to trafficking; war and post-conflict situations; regulation of reproduction, marriage, family life, and sexuality; and discrimination in employment, property law, criminal law, prisons, housing, social insurance, political life, education, economic development, children’s rights, migration, and dress codes. Seminars provide opportunities for intensive and extensive discussions, role-plays, supplementary films, and external speakers (either live or via electronic hookup) or group projects as well as individual research.

Here, a cautionary word regarding the selection of syllabus topics is warranted. One must be mindful not to focus largely on “exotic” violations and Slovakia; See Angelika Nußberger, The Reception Process in Russia and Ukraine, id. at 603, for a discussion of the impact of the ECHR in Russia and Ukraine.

275. See Blackmore, supra note 119, at 261.
276. Allaine Cerwonka, Traveling Feminist Thought: Difference and Transculturation in Central and Eastern European Feminism, 33 Signs: J. Women Culture & Soc’y 809 (2008) (discussing the ethnographic concept of transculturation—the ways in which ideas enter societies, the circumstances under which they circulate, and how they have been creatively transformed—applied to feminist East-West contact and relationships).
277. I am indebted to Ms. Dubravka Simonovic, the former representative from Croatia to the CEDAW Committee, for this contribution.
of women’s rights, such as female genital cutting, honor killing, and dowry deaths, associated with a distant “other”—meaning non-European/non-White women in European or non-European societies. Usually, it produces a racialized double othering—meaning that women become other in societies already considered as other from a Western perspective. That othering can distract attention and analysis, thereby downplaying women’s rights violations in one’s own “modern” state.

An alternative is a course or seminar on Contemporary Issues in Anti-Discrimination Law. Its obvious focus—law bolstered discrimination against women and men based on sex and gender as well as other intersectional factors such as ethnic or racial minority, disability, sexual orientation, or immigrant/refugee status, and the remedies available to address these violations—can provide students with opportunities to explore cutting edge sex/gender human rights issues.

Substantive curriculum reform efforts anchoring women’s rights in the law curriculum cannot, however, be limited to specific women’s rights or anti-discrimination offerings. The scholarly work of feminist legal theorists, in combination with the careful presentation of legal arguments by women’s rights litigators in domestic, regional, and international fora, provide convincing evidence for the proposition that law reproduces, regulates, and enforces sex/gender systems that discriminate against or subordinate women in a variety of settings. It follows from this recognition and understanding that the content of a wide range of conventional/traditional courses—jurisprudence, constitutional law, labor law, criminal law, social insurance law, family law, and health law, as well as newer arrivals such as national security, immigration, and environmental law—must be reviewed and appropriately revised to include gender. This process is known as gender mainstreaming.

It challenges existing knowledge that is taken for granted and normalizes

278. Historian Gerda Lerner, commenting on the connectedness of “difference” turning into “dominance,” notes that “[b]y looking at how the other is created, why it is created, and what function this creation serves, we gain insight into the actual workings of state societies. . . . [T]his creation . . . is an essential aspect of hierarchical states, which depend on it to form their identity, to cohere, and to keep their system of dominance intact.” Gerda Lerner, Living with History / Making Social Change 115 (2009). This insight clearly can be applied to the international system as well.

279. In 1999, for example, Sweden made it compulsory to include gender-related knowledge in legal education. See Eva-Maria Svensson, Boundary-Work in Legal Scholarship, in Exploiting the Limits of Law, supra note 221 at 17, 33.

280. Gender mainstreaming appears throughout the Beijing Platform for Action in critical areas of concern: education, health, victims of violence, armed conflict, the economy, decision making, and human rights. An analysis of the effects of policies on women and men has an apparent concreteness and offers clear, relatively measurable direction to international policy makers. Charlesworth, supra note 178, at 3.

sex/gender issues as essential considerations. It underscores the need for critical examination of the extent to which gender stereotyping for women and men constructs legal identities. It uncovers and deinstitutionalizes laws that support a state’s fraternal patriarchal order as it encourages the interrogation of domestic laws in a particular subject for state compliance with its regional and international sex/gender human rights obligations.

Of course, mainstreaming women’s rights is also an appropriate strategy in a more general international or regional human rights course. In an International Human Rights course, women’s rights should not be limited to a lecture on the UN Convention on the Elimination of Discrimination Against Women (CEDAW). Rather, the status and treatment of women should be discussed as part of an understanding of each international human rights instrument. In a European Human Rights or a European Union law course, mainstreaming women’s rights would expose students to increasingly expansive regional sex/gender equality jurisprudence in the decisions of the Court of Human Rights at Strasbourg and, to a lesser extent, in the European Court of Justice in Luxembourg.

However, gender mainstreaming does have pitfalls that must be addressed. If it “does not capture the relational nature of gender, the role of power relations, [and] the way that structures of subordination are reproduced,” it can obscure the way gender shapes our understanding of the world. In other words, if mainstreaming leaves male gender identities unexamined in domestic, regional, or international law courses, it permits them to be considered natural and immutable. In addition, if gender mainstreaming fails to include issues of intersectionality—including, but not limited to, race, ethnicity, class, age, disability, and sexual orientation—in

286. For a discussion of mainstreaming and gender analysis deflecting attention away from women and issues of power central to women’s subordination, see Sally Baden & Anne Marie Goetz, Who Needs [Sex] When You Can Have [Gender]? Conflicting Discourses on Gender at Beijing, 56 FEMINIST REV. 3 (1997).
volved in producing sex/gender discrimination and subordination, its analysis is incomplete, inadequate, and inconsistent with the inclusionary thrust of feminist legal theory and practice.

Legal clinics, a new approach to legal education in the region, provide another opportunity for the inclusion of women’s rights in the curriculum. Clinicians around the world share goals of increased access to justice for previously unrepresented groups and to the development of public interest legal issues; they also are committed to a system of legal education that ensures future lawyers have the knowledge, skills, and values needed to help solve the world’s complex problems.288

Clinical legal education is an attractive antidote to the largely passive nature of the prevailing traditional approach to legal education, which—as Section IV(B)(1) details—emphasizes formal legal theory and the memorization of codes. Clinics provide opportunities for students to learn about case development in a problem-solving environment, to practice legal skills, and to address issues of professional responsibility by “allowing students to ‘complement classroom material with experiential learning’ through contact with real clients; and . . . [by] provid[ing] legal services to poor and underrepresented people.”289 Clinics teach students to develop critical perspectives on legal systems and public policies that may have a ripple effect—meaning that students trained to work on live cases in underserved populations can increase the number of committed practicing social justice-oriented lawyers upon completion of their education and their meeting of other professional requirements.

Women’s rights can be integrated into the broader mandate of a public interest law clinic, or they can be addressed in a subject-specific clinic. The latter avoids the possibility that women’s issues may be given a lower priority or bypassed in clinics with a more general public interest focus. In either instance, however, the clinic needs students who are intellectually prepared with foundational knowledge from courses or seminars on the subjects they will be addressing in their clinic cases or other activities.

The development and maintenance of a clinic290 is a complex professional task. It requires a low faculty-student ratio to provide quality clinical training.291 Qualified clinic supervisors with appropriate legal practice experience may be difficult to find.292 In a clinic with actual clients, faculty


290. See Rekosh, supra note 74, at 86–89, for a discussion of the difficulties attendant upon efforts to “export” legal clinics and clinical legal education to Central and Eastern Europe, and to incorporate them into the curriculum.


292. See Skrodzka et al., supra note 289, at 60, for a discussion of shortcomings of clinical legal education in Poland.
members must be available for clients as they would be in a law office. The clinic supervisor’s workload may be even more labor intensive because law students in the region are undergraduates and, in many instances, are likely to have limited life experience to bring to their work when they engage with clients.

Internships for supervised work, especially with a women’s rights NGO, for a longer duration than the brief internship opportunity that law faculties in the region usually offer, are another curriculum option. Like clinics, internships can help ground students’ understanding of the complexities of legal practice in concrete experience.

Law pedagogy is clearly a formative force in law students’ understanding of the role of law and their future approaches to legal practice. If legal studies retain their traditional learning hierarchical format—meaning that knowledge is transferred as truth and certainty to passive recipients—students are likely to reproduce that hierarchy when they become lawyers or legal system officials. Consequently, there is a strong argument to be made that as curriculum is reformed, so should the prevailing pedagogy as institutional practice in the legal academy.

Here, too, the field of women’s rights has a contribution to make. Existing ex-cathedra pedagogy (discussed in Section IV(B)(1)) sends clear cultural, legal, and political messages to students that the skills associated with critical inquiry are not an important part of their education. This devaluation is antithetical to the values and methods in women’s rights jurisprudence and legal practice that, through critical inquiry, identifies many forms of sex/gender based domination, subordination, inequality, and marginalization upheld in law and pays attention to voices that have hitherto been silenced or ignored. While a more expansive review of contemporary hierarchy-reducing pedagogies for law faculties is beyond the scope of this article, no discussion of legal academy educational reform is complete without rethinking that pedagogy is a part of curriculum reform.

V. CONCLUSION

“Why are women’s rights absent or marginalized in post-socialist legal education?” I answer my question by analyzing the processes of legitimation and delegitimation of women’s rights in culture, politics, law, and legal institutions in the region. I argue that these spheres are connected to, and have an impact on, legal education and, more specifically, the contents of the law school curriculum and its pedagogy.

293. Id. at 67–68. In Poland, the clinic only provides written legal opinions. Clients are never represented in court.
Unlike other subjects, such as commercial, criminal, administrative, or constitutional law, whose legitimacy for the modern state is not contested per se, women’s rights pose deep and destabilizing challenges to the law, culture, and politics of existing post-socialist fraternal patriarchal systems claiming to be liberal democracies. The women’s rights canon asks how gender works in law and how law works to produce gender. It identifies law as a “gendering strategy,” helping to maintain social control. It exposes the maintenance of that control as resting, at least in part, on silencing or ignoring or victim blaming analyses and stereotypes. It fully disputes the claim that women’s rights concerns are not legal issues and should thus be relegated to the realm of culture outside critical legal scrutiny.

At the time of this writing, the number of law faculties in the region offering a basic course in human rights or a European human rights course has increased from the nineties. Perhaps one or two class sessions are devoted to women’s rights. In subjects where explicit mentioning of women is unavoidable—family law and criminal law, for example—the contributions of women’s rights jurisprudence to crucial issues in these subjects are likely ignored or dismissed. Very few law faculties have developed women’s rights courses, seminars, or clinics, and to the best of my knowledge, none have paid serious attention to the intellectually challenging curriculum reform issue of gender mainstreaming, which recognizes the sex/gender impacts of law on both women and men and the power relationships that law and the legal practice construct and uphold. More likely, despite the passage of almost two and a half decades, the subject still is taught in externally funded trainings and seminars open to lawyers or legal system officials, but not to students. By no means do I dispute the need for such continuing professional education. I suggest, however, that given the passage of time and the ongoing failure of law faculties, considered as part of the legal system elite, to remedy the curriculum deficiencies generated by the absence of women’s rights as an informing principle, as well as a substantive area of law, one might conclude that law faculties prefer to shift the intellectual burden by derailing its academic institutional recognition.

Clearly, the inclusion of women’s rights in the law curriculum is not a panacea. It is not a substitute for political will on the part of the state to actually implement and enforce its women’s rights obligations. Nor should it

297. See RIKKI HOLTMAN & JONNEKE NABER, WOMEN’S RIGHTS AND CULTURE, FROM DEADLOCK TO DIALOGUE (2011), for a discussion of stereotyping.
298. The most extensive and vigorous one, the Women’s Human Rights Training Institute (WHRTI) in Sofia, teaches feminist legal theory and relevant legal skills for bringing cases in domestic, regional, and international fora. It has trained more than eighty lawyers in the region.
displace broad NGO consciousness raising campaigns and projects breaking the silence that envelops controversial issues.

That said, however, if one considers the legal academy as a forum for communication and dialogue, a site of a powerful socialization process for future legal professionals imbuing them with a commitment to a democratic, inclusionary rule of law, and a potential contributor to the legitimation of law and the legal systems at regime and output levels, then the almost complete absence of women’s rights in the curriculum is deeply troubling and inconsistent with its mission to prepare lawyers and legal system personnel for their work in the twenty-first century. It is concrete evidence for the claim that law still is male-oriented in its references and its basic assumptions and is a de facto endorsement of different valuations299 of women’s and men’s status and lived experience as legal subjects. It constitutes acknowledgement that legal education naturalizes a range of discriminatory harms identified in regional and international human rights canons and contributes to the compromised quality of citizenship for women.300 To the extent that legal education actively supports or passively encourages the relegation of women’s rights to the realm of culture instead of acknowledging it as a major concern of democracy and a rule of law, it serves the agenda of contemporary fraternal patriarchy in its neoliberal or backlash trinity iterations.

APPENDIX A

Survey Results

The surveys were conducted in May 2008 (end of the second cycle), November 2009 (beginning of the third cycle), and November 2011 (beginning of the fourth cycle) among participants in the Women’s Human Rights Training Institute (WHRTI).301 Eight questions with sub-sections were

299. “[G]ender equality cannot be equated with the right to work . . . [and] individual freedom [cannot] be sufficient when women and men’s contributions are not similarly valued to begin with.” Eisenstein, Eastern European Male Democracies, supra note 62, at 305.

300. Defined by law, citizenship “plays a role in the construction of gender differences as well as boundaries that are then created between individuals (and) the ways in which the state ascribes certain duties to women and men through cultural, economic and political means . . . and, generally speaking, on women’s positions and gender relations within a particular society.” Magyari-Vincze, supra note 24. See also Rian Voet, Feminism and Citizenship (1998); Zdravomyslova & Temkina, supra note 59, at 97.

301. The Institute, whose headquarters are in Sofia, Bulgaria, provides at least some of the legal education in women’s rights lacking in the law faculty curriculum in the region. It trains Eastern European lawyers to develop and argue women’s rights cases in domestic, regional, and international fora. It was founded in 2005 by an NGO partnership consisting of the Bulgarian Gender Research Foundation in Sofia, the Network of East-West Women in Gdansk, and the Center for Reproductive Rights in New York, and is funded by the Open Society Institute and other foundations.
asked; first, whether a human rights course was offered in their law faculty, whether they enrolled, whether women's rights were discussed, and how many classes were devoted to the subject. Then, the same sequence was asked for a European Human Rights course (added in the third survey) and a women’s rights seminar. Next, whether women’s rights were raised in other law faculty courses, and if so, which ones. What aspects of women’s rights were covered and how much time. The last series of questions asked whether they had experienced sexist attitudes in their legal education and, if so, an elaboration. How much time was devoted to women’s rights issues in those courses?

In 2008, sixteen lawyers (from Albania, Armenia, Bulgaria, Croatia, Cyprus, Hungary, Georgia, Latvia, Poland, Romania, Russia, Slovakia, and Turkey) participated in the survey. All but one were female. All but one studied law between 2000 and 2007.

Respondents from twelve of the thirteen countries stated that there was an elective human rights course at their law faculty consisting of formal lectures on legal texts with virtually no discussion. Less than one third recalled that, at best, one lecture was devoted to women’s human rights consisting of a cursory formal review of the provisions of the UN Convention on the Elimination of Discrimination Against Women (CEDAW). Eight respondents noted that women’s rights were briefly mentioned in at least one law school subject (four in family law; two in labor law; and two in an EU law course). All others stated that there was no discussion of women’s rights in any law courses. One respondent reported that a women’s rights course was available to LL.M. students and that her faculty’s public interest law clinic, in principle, could handle women’s rights cases, but that she did not remember any such cases. Eight respondents discussed the question about faculty and student attitudes toward women’s rights. They recalled a dismissive attitude in some classes on the part of faculty and students toward women - however large their numbers in the lecture hall. Several considered the law faculty environment an intellectually unsafe one for raising women’s rights legal issues. Six interviewees volunteered crude jokes about women by male law faculty in lectures. Each of the eight recalled feeling embarrassed and awkward when their classmates responded with laughter; several reported being angry, though they acknowledged that they did not dare challenge the professor or argue with their peers.

In 2009, for the third round of the Institute, twenty-two lawyers (from Albania, Armenia, Azerbaijan, Bosnia, Bulgaria, Czech Republic, Latvia, Macedonia, Moldova, Poland, Serbia, Slovakia, Tajikistan, Ukraine, and Uzbekistan and observers from Ireland and Spain) participated. All but two were female. Nine studied law during the late 1990s; thirteen studied law after 2000. Eleven respondents reported that there was a course on international human rights in their law faculty; fourteen stated that there was no course. Only two of the eleven reported that women’s rights were discussed; one of
the two noted that CEDAW was only mentioned in passing. Six respondents stated that a separate course on European Human Rights was offered; one reported that this subject was added after she finished law school. Two of the six reported that women’s rights were mentioned very briefly; one reported that since she was teaching the course, more time was devoted to women’s right issues. All respondents reported that there was no women’s rights course or seminar during their law studies. Eight respondents noted that women were briefly mentioned in at least one law school subject (family law (8); criminal law or labor law (4); constitutional law (3); international public law (1), and international humanitarian law (1)). Six interviewees responded to the question on faculty and student attitudes toward women’s rights, noting that they felt uncomfortable raising women’s rights issues. One reported that she and her classmates were not aware of the subject; another commented that there was no opportunity to discuss the issue; another stated that there was no qualified professor; yet another remarked that no one would listen or know the answers. One respondent was told to “stop her feminist tricks.”

In 2011, twenty-four lawyers from Albania, Armenia, Azerbaijan, Bosnia, Bulgaria, Lithuania, Poland, Romania, Russia, Slovakia, Tajikistan, Ukraine, and an observer from Spain participated in the Institute. All but three are female. The majority (13) had their legal education since 2000; four had their legal education “on the cusp” (spanning time late nineties and early twenty-first century); five had their legal education in the mid to late nineties. Eight respondents stated that a Human Rights course or seminar was offered in their faculties; one reported that it was offered as an option but not enough students signed up. Another reported that human rights were briefly discussed in the international and constitutional law classes. Six of the eight took a Human Rights course. Only two respondents indicated that women’s rights were discussed at all—and, then very briefly. Eight respondents indicated that a European Human Rights course was offered; six took the class. Only one respondent indicated that women’s rights were discussed at all and, then, only “partially.” Two respondents from the same law faculty stated that a women’s rights seminar was offered; one of them took the seminar. Another took a seminar on Islam and Law in which women’s rights were discussed. The majority of respondents (12) stated that women’s rights were not discussed in any other law school courses; those who reported, that there were discussions and specified the subject—family law (4), labor law—pregnant workers (2), and criminal law (2)—stated that, at most, two hours or one class was devoted to the subject, except for one respondent who stated that because the professor is a feminist, twenty percent of the criminal classes included women’s rights. Eight respondents reported sexist attitudes from faculty or students regarding rape (2), abortion (1), and election quotas (1). Three reported faculty comments that women are less intelligent or are not as good as male lawyers, and one reported incidents of sexual harassment.